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Do Saving Incentives Work?
have recently fallen to their lowest levels
since 1950. After averagingroughly8 percent in the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s, the net nationalsaving rate fell to about 4.5 percent in the 1980s
and has fallen below 2 percent since 1990.'The personalsavingrate has
also declined, froman averageof 7 percentbetween 1950and 1980to an
averageof 4.6 percent since 1990.2These declines have raisedconcerns
that the economy may be unable to finance investment and sustain
growthover the long runandthata significantfractionof the baby-boom
generationmay not be saving adequatelyfor retirement.3
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1. The data are taken from the Economic Report of the President 1994, tables B-23 and
B-29, and the Economic Report of the President 1991, tables B-22 and B-28. The net na-

tional saving rate is gross saving less depreciation,all divided by net nationalproduct.
CongressionalBudgetOffice(1993a)providesan assessmentof the savingdecline.
2. The data are taken from the Economic Report of the President 1994, table B-27, and
the Economic Report of the President 1991, table B-26. The personal saving rate is defined

as personalsavingdividedby disposablepersonalincome.Bosworth,Burtless,andSabelhaus(1991)providean analysisof the declinein personalsaving.
3. See Bernheim(1992),Bernheimand Scholz (1993),and CongressionalBudgetOffice (1993a, 1993b).
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As a consequence, raisingthe saving rate has been a frequentfocus
of policymakersand academics. Overthe past 20 years, a popularlegislative remedyfor stimulatingsaving has been the developmentof specially designatedpersonal saving accounts, such as individualretirement accounts (IRAs), 401(k) plans, and Keogh accounts. These
voluntaryaccounts, which we referto as savingincentiveplans, feature
preferentialtax treatmentof contributionsand investmentearnings,annual contributionlimits, and penalties for early withdrawals.The programshave been popular:since 1986, contributionsto these saving incentive plans have amountedto about one-thirdof personal saving as
measuredby the National Income and ProductAccounts.4Yet, despite
their popularity,saving incentives may not work-they may not raise
nationalsaving.
The effect of saving incentives on nationalsaving is the sum of their
effects on public and private saving. To raise private saving, an incentive must reduce consumption or raise labor supply.5 Standard eco-

nomic theory indicatesthat raisingthe after-taxrate of returnon all private saving has an ambiguouseffect because of opposing income and
substitutioneffects. Saving incentive programsthat raise the after-tax
returnon limitedamountsof assets placed in designatedaccounts may
be an even less effective way to stimulateprivatesavingthanincreasing
the rate of returnon all saving. This is because a household does not
need to reduceconsumptionor raise laborsupplyto claimthe tax advantages of a saving incentive. Instead, the contributionsmay be financed
by transferringexisting taxable assets, by increasingdebt, or by reallocatingcurrentsavingthatwouldhave been done anyway. Moreover,because the subsidies in saving incentive plans are capped by the annual
contributionlimit, the saving incentive will not affect marginalreturns
on savingfor some households. Rather,for those households, the incentive will generateonly an income effect, which shouldreducetheiroverall level of saving.
The effect of saving incentives on public saving, holdingother governmentpolicies constant, is generallynegativein the shortrunbecause
contributionsare typicallytax deductible.Thus, to raise nationalsaving
in the absenceof otherpolicy changes, a savingincentiveplanmustraise
privatesavingby more thanthe associated tax loss to the government.
4. See table 1 and Economic Report of the President 1994, table B-27.
5. Kotlikoff (1990).
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In this paper, we examine the effects of saving incentives on private
and nationalsavingusing both empiricaland simulationanalyses. In the
next section, we describe and analyze the mainfeaturesof currentsaving incentiveplans andreview trendsin aggregatesavingandthe growth
of savingincentiveplans. Then, we presentnew evidence on the effects
of 401(k)plans. Ourresultsare consistentwith the view that401(k)plans
have not stimulatedprivatesaving or wealth. We also present evidence
that IRAs, 401(k)plans, and other retirementsaving plans are, to some
extent, substitutes in households' portfolios. In the third section, we
presentnew evidence on the effects of IRAs. The evidence suggeststhat
a small proportionof IRA contributionshas represented new private
saving. However, coupled with the revenue losses created by taxdeductible contributions, our results indicate that saving incentives
have had little, if any, positive effect on nationalsaving. In the fourth
section, we analyze savingincentives in the context of a stochastic, lifecycle simulationmodel of saving. Our simulationresults are consistent
with the empiricalfindingsfor the shortand mediumterms(0-30 years).
They also suggest that over longerhorizons, saving incentives can raise
the nationalsavingrate.
An Overview of Saving Incentives
A wide varietyof savingincentiveoptions are currentlyavailable.Individualretirementaccounts were establishedin 1974for workerswithout pensions and featuredtax-deductiblecontributionsup to an annual
limit, tax-free accrualof interest, and penalties for early withdrawalof
funds. In 1981,eligibilitywas extendedto all workersandthe limitswere
raisedto theircurrentlevels. For a single worker,the annuallimitis the
lesser of eitherearningsor $2,000.The presence of a nonworkingspouse
raisesthe limitby $250. In a two-workerhousehold,the limitis the lesser
of earningsor $2,000for each worker, so the maximumcombinedlimit
is $4,000.
From 1982to 1986, eligibilitywas universal and contributionswere
tax deductible.The Tax ReformAct of 1986then restrictedthe deductibilityprovisions. For households with a retirementplan, deductibility
is now phasedout at adjustedgross income levels between $40,000and
$50,000forjoint filersand between $25,000and $35,000for single filers.
The act did not restrictIRA eligibilityor the tax-freeaccrualof interest.
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Deductiblecontributionsare taxed when withdrawn,and nondeductible contributionsare not. In either case, returnson contributionsare
untaxed until withdrawn, at which point they are subject to income
taxes. Withdrawalscan be made at any time but are subject to an additional 10 percent penalty if the account holder is younger than 59.5.6

IRA contributionsmay be financedwith loans, the intereston which
is deductibleas investment interest.7However, IRA assets cannot be
used as collateralfor a loan. IRA funds can be invested in virtuallyany
type of financialasset but not directlyin physical assets.
Keogh plans and simplifiedemployee pensions (SEPs) are similarto
tax-deductibleIRAs, except that they apply to the self-employed and
typicallyhave highercontributionlimits.8
Established in 1978, 401(k) plans are employment-basedsaving incentives. Importantclarifying regulationswere issued in 1981.9Like
IRAs, 401(k) plans feature tax-deductiblecontributions, tax-free accrual of interest, annual contributionlimits, and restrictions on withdrawals. However, 401(k) plans differ from IRAs in several important
respects. First, 401(k)plans are availableonly to employees of firmsor
other organizationsthat choose to sponsor the plans.10Second, 401(k)
contributionsare made throughregularpayroll deductions, while IRA
contributionscan be made on an irregularbasis. Third,employers may
make tax-deductiblecontributionsinto the plan.I' These contributions
may be unconditionalor may depend on employee contributions.Most
firmswith 401(k)sprovide employer contributions,often matchingemployee contributionsat rates rangingfrom 25 percentto 100percent, up
6. Thepenaltydoes not applyin the event of permanentdisabilityor death.Individuals
may initiatepenalty-freeannuitydistributionsfromIRAs at any age.
7. Restrictionsagainstdeductingintereston loans used to make tax-exemptinvestments(such as municipalbonds)do not applybecausethe returnon IRAs is tax deferred,
ratherthantax exempt.
8. KeoghsandSEPs may also be set up for employeesof smallbusinesses.
9. Andrews(1992).
10. Strictlyspeaking,401(k)plans,as authorizedby section401(k)of the InternalRevenueCode, areonly availableto employeesof for-profitfirmsthatofferthe plans.Sections
403(b)and457authorizesalary-reductionplansforemployeesof nonprofitinstitutionsand
state and local governments,respectively. Federalgovernmentemployees may participate in thrift saving plans. These plans are similar to 401(k) plans in most respects.
Throughoutthis paper,we referto all of these as 401(k)plans.
11. 401(k)plans differfrom other definedcontributionpension plans in that the employee's contributionis tax deductible.
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to 5 or 6 percentof salary.'2Fourth,annualcontributionlimits to 401(k)
plans are governed by several factors. The InternalRevenue Service
(IRS)limiton employee contributionsis $9,240in 1994.13However, employers often impose a limit of 10 to 15 percent of salary.14More generally, under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act the combinedemployerand employee contributions,summing401(k)plans and
other definedcontributionplans, cannot exceed the lesser of 25 percent
of salary or $30,000. Highly compensated employees may face even
tighter limits required by complicated nondiscrimination requirements.'5Fifth, investmentoptionsfor 401(k)sare determinedby the employerandhence are typicallymorelimitedthanwith an IRA. The assets
in 401(k)s often mustbe allocatedamongthe employer'sstock, a guaranteed investment contract, or specific equity, bond, or money-market
mutualfunds. Sixth, borrowingfroma 401(k)is allowedin some plans.16
The loan is generallysecured by funds in the account.17 Seventh, withdrawalprovisions differ from those for IRAs. In some plans, penaltyfree withdrawalsare permittedin cases of documentedfinancialhardship.18Withdrawalsupon employee separationfroma firmface a 10percent penalty (plus income tax) unless the funds are rolled over into an12. In survey resultsreportedin U.S. GeneralAccountingOffice(1988a),38 percent
of plansprovidedonly matchingcontributions,24 percentprovidedonly unconditional(or
discretionary)contributions,13percentprovidedboth, and25 percentprovidedneither.
13. In 1982,the limitwas $45,475,the sameas for all employer-baseddefinedcontribution pensionplans. The limit was reducedto $30,000startingin 1983.In the 1986tax reform, the limitwas reducedto $7,000(1987dollars)and indexedfor inflation(Andrews,
1992).
14. About two-thirdsof employershave employee contributionlimitsbetween 9 and
16 percent(U.S. GeneralAccountingOffice, 1988a).Kusko, Poterba,and Wilcox (1994)
analyze401(k)participationand contributionbehaviorin a single firmwith a limit of 10
percentof salary.In 1990,23 percentof participantswere constrainedby this limit,while
only 1 percentwere constrainedby the IRS limit.
15. In 1994,the IRSdefinedhighlycompensatedemployeesas those with 1993salaries
above $64,245.Some companyowners and officersmay also be consideredhighlycompensated,regardlessof salary.Papke(1992)providesan excellent discussionof the nondiscrimination provisions.

16. Survey evidence suggests that borrowingis permittedin two-thirdsor more of
401(k)plans(U.S. GeneralAccountingOffice, 1988a;BuckConsultants,1989;HewittAssociates, 1993).
17. If the loan is securedby elective 401(k)contributions,the interestpaidis not tax
deductible.However,if the employerpermits,the loan maybe securedby an employee's
house, in whichcase the interestpaidis tax deductible,as with a homeequityloan.
18. U.S. GeneralAccountingOffice(1988a,1988b).
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other 401(k)or IRA or converted to an annuity, or unless the account
holderis over age 59.5, retiredand over age 55, or disabled. Otherwise,
withdrawalsare not allowed.
Some Simple Analytics of Saving Incentive Plans

Tax-freeaccrualof interestcan create significantlyhigherrates of return.The tax deductibilityof contributionsto a savingincentiveaccount
may also provide a tax advantage.Let r be the interest rate, T0 the tax
rate at time period 0, T1 the tax rate that applies between time period 0
andtime periodT, andTT the tax ratethatappliesto withdrawalsmadeat
time T. The after-taxbalance(B1)in periodTper dollarof pretaxincome
placed in a conventionalsavingaccount in time 0 is
(1)

BI = (1

-

To)[1 + r(1

-

T )]T.

In a front-loadedsavingincentiveplan, such as 401(k)s,the contribution is tax deductible,but the contributionand any investmentearnings
are taxed when withdrawn.The after-taxbalance (B2) in period T per
dollarof pretaxincome contributedto a front-loadedsavingincentive in
time 0 is19
(2)

B2 = (1 -

TT)(1

+ r)T.

The differenceD equals (B2 - B1) and is the increasedprivatereturnto
a saver from a front-loadedsaving incentive relative to a conventional
savingaccount, per dollarof pretaxincome. If the amountplaced in the
saving incentive account would have been saved even in the absence of
this tax-preferredplan, D is also forgone revenue to the government.D
is positive (except when all tax rates are zero or all tax rates are one),
rises with r and T, and, as shown in figure1, is a concave functionOfT.20
In a back-loadedsaving incentiveplan, the contributionis not tax deductible,but neitherthe originalcontributionnor the earningsare taxed
on withdrawal.The after-taxbalance(B3)in periodTperdollarof pretax
income contributedto a back-loadedsavingincentive in time 0 is
(3)

B3 = (1

-

T0) (1 +

I-)T.

19. For a 40 1(k) plan with an employer matching contribution rate of in, B2 = (1 - TT)
(1 + m)(1 + -j)T
20. If the tax rate effective at the time of withdrawal from a saving incentive account
is less than the tax rate in effect when the contribution is made, the tax savings would be
even larger than in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Return Arising from Tax-Free Accrual for Each Dollar Invested
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Source: Authors' calculations in which the return is calculated as B2 from equation 2 minus Bi from equation 1.
The holding period, T, is set equal to 30, and the interest rate, r, is set equal to 0.08.

Referringto equations2 and 3, if T0equals TT, the after-taxbalances of
front-loadedand back-loadedplans are equal (B3 = B2), so the upfront
tax deductibilityof contributionsconfers no tax advantage.21
If contributionsare made duringworkingyears when people face relatively high tax rates, and withdrawalsare made after retirementwhen
people face lower tax rates, there is a potentialtax advantageto frontloadedplans Of0 - TT per dollarcontributed.Tax changes, such as the
1986tax reform, that flatten the profile of marginaltax rates decrease
this potential tax advantage. A steep lifetime income profile or policy
changes that increase future tax rates could cause T7 to exceed T0 and
makeupfrontdeductibilitya liabilityratherthanan advantage.22
Since the Tax ReformAct of 1986,some higher-incomefamilieshave
not been allowed to make tax-deductible IRA contributionsbut can
nevertheless make nondeductiblecontributions.These nondeductible
IRAs are differentfrom back-loadedIRAs since the returnon contribu21. Even in this case, a taxpayermay still preferthe upfronttax deductionif uncertainty about future income creates a demandfor precautionarysaving (see Engen and
Gale, 1993).
22. Forfurtherdiscussionof these issues, see Burman,Cordes,andOzanne(1990).
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tions (but not the originalcontribution)are taxed at the end of the holding period.The after-taxbalance(B4) in period Tper dollarof pretaxincome contributedto a nondeductibleIRA in time 0 is
(4)

B4 = (1

-

TO)[(1 -

TT)(1 + r)T + TT].

The tax advantagesof a nondeductibleIRA are smallerthan for frontloadedor back-loadedIRAs (B4 < B3, B4 < B2), as long as tax rates and
interestrates are positive. However, a nondeductibleIRA still provides
a higher after-tax balance than a conventional saving account (B4 >
B 1).23

Earlywithdrawalpenalties make saving incentive funds illiquid.Account holderswho plan to make early withdrawalsmay still wish to put
funds in designatedaccounts because after a period of time the higher
effective interestratewill morethanoffset the penalty. In a front-loaded
IRA, the penalty is assessed on both principaland earnings.The aftertax after-penaltybalance (B5) in period T per dollar of pretax income
contributedto a front-loadedIRA in time 0 is
(5)

B5 = (1

TT -

p)

( +

r)T,

which is equivalentto B2 except it includesthe penaltyp.
The advantageof contributingto a saving incentive plan relative to
conventionalsaving depends on the holdingperiod. The holdingperiod
that makes the benefits of tax-free accrual outweigh the costs of early
withdrawalrises withp, falls with r, and is convex in the tax rate. With
p equalto 0.10, this holdingperiodis aboutfive years or morefor a wide
rangeof parameters
.24
23. For example, if T = 30, r = 0.08, and tax rates are constantat T = 0.40, then a
dollarin pretaxincomewill yield an after-taxbalanceof B I = $2.45in a conventionalsaving account,B2 = B3 = $6.04 in a front-loadedor back-loadedIRA, andB4 = $3.86in a
nondeductibleIRA.
24. For example, with a base case of p = 0. 1, T = 0.4, and r = 0.08, the breakeven
holdingperiod, T*, is 7 years. Raisingr to 0.10 reduces T*to 5 years, while reducingr to
0.05 raises T*to 10 years. Fromthe base case, raisingthe penaltyto 0.20 raises T*to 14
years. Fromthe base case, reducingT to 0.2 raises T*to 9 years, but raisingT to 0.7 raises
T*to 8 years.
For a nondeductibleIRA, the after-taxbalance,if the early withdrawalpenaltyis incurred,is equalto (1 - T0) [(1 - TT - p) (1 + -)T + (TT + p)]. Note thatthe nondeductible
contributionis not subjectto either tax or penaltywhen withdrawnearly, althoughthe
earningsare subjectto bothtax andpenalty.Withthe base case of p = 0.10, T = 0.4 (taxes
areconstant),andr = 0.08, T* is 12years.
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Matchingcontributionsby employersin 401(k)plans are a partof total employee compensation.If employers adjustwages for the average
amountof matchingcontributions(for the firmas a whole or withinsubgroups),25a workerthat contributesthe averageamounthas no income
effect from the employer's matching.However, there is still a substitution effect since an additionaldollarcontributedwould receive a matching contributionthat is not completely offset by a reductionin wages.
Above-average401(k)contributorswould be subsidizedby below-average 401(k)contributors.
Borrowingto finance contributionsto a saving incentive account is
profitableif the after-taxreturnon the contributionexceeds the aftertax cost of borrowing.26If and rb are the returnson contributionsand
borrowing,debt-financedcontributionsare profitablewhen27
rs

(6)

(1

TT - p)

-

(1

+

>

rs)T

[

+

b(1

-

1)]T.

This conditionis often difficultto achieve in practicebecause rsis typically less than rb.28

However, the employer matchingrate for 401(k) plans changes the
conditionfor profitabledebt-financedcontributionsto
(7)

(1 -

TT

-

p)

(1

+

n) (I

+

rs)T>

[1 + rb

(l

-T)]T,

where m is the employer matchingrate. If T is 0.4 (tax rates are constant), p is 0.1,

rS is 0.10,

Tis 15, and the match rate is 0.5, debt financing

is profitablewith rb as high as 13.1percent. If the matchrate is zero, as,
for example,in an IRA, borrowingis only profitableif the borrowingrate
is below 8.3 percent. These differences suggest that the possibility of
borrowingto financecontributionsis a more importantissue for 401(k)
plansthanfor other savingincentives.
25. Full adjustment of wages for the cost of fringe benefits is consistent with the evidence provided by Gruber and Krueger (1991) for workers' compensation, Gruber (1994)
for mandated maternity benefits, and some of the evidence presented in Montgomery,
Shaw, and Benedict (1992) for defined benefit pensions.
26. See Gale and Scholz (1994) and Kotlikoff (1990) for discussions of the possibility
of borrowing to finance IRA contributions.
27. We assume that interest payments on the borrowed funds are tax deductible, as is
the case, for example, with home equity loans.
28. Withr, = 0.08 and sb = 0.10, constant tax rates, T = 0.4, and a penalty of p = 0.10,
it would take a 38-year holding period for the tax advantages of an IRA to overcome the
early withdrawal penalty and borrowing costs (assuming that the interest payments are tax
deductible).
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Table 1. Saving Incentive Contributions, 1980-90 a
Billions of nominal dollars, except as noted

Year

IRA

Keogh and
SEP

401(k)

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

3.4
4.8
28.3
32.1
35.4
38.2
37.8
14.1
11.9
11.0
9.9

2.0
2.0
2.5
2.9
4.1
5.2
6.2
6.2
6.6
6.3
6.8

...
...
3.9c
8.7c
16.3
24.3
29.2
33.2
39.4
46.1
49.0

Total
contributions
Total
(percent
contribiutionsb
of GDP)
5.4
6.8
34.7
43.7
55.7
67.7
73.2
53.4
57.9
63.4
65.7

0.20
0.22
1.10
1.28
1.48
1.68
1.71
1.18
1.18
1.21
1.19

Sources: U.S. Internal Revenue Service (various issues) and U.S. Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration
(1993).
a. The data do not include rollovers or nondeductible contributions and do not account for withdrawals.
b. May not add because of rounding.
c. Authors' estimates.

Saving Incentives and Aggregate Measures of Personal Saving
Table 1 and figure 2 show the evolution of IRA, 401(k), and Keogh
contributions from 1980 to 1990.29 Contributions to 401(k)s grew
throughout the decade and totaled $49 billion in 1990, or 0.9 percent of
gross domestic product. IRA contributions grew dramatically following
universal eligibility in 1982 and stayed high through 1986. In 1987, the
restricted deductibility and other features of the 1986 tax reform took
effect. Deductible IRA contributions fell 63 percent in 1987 and continued to fall thereafter. By 1990, nominal IRA contributions were 26 percent of their 1986 value. Keogh and SEP contributions have been much
smaller, but tripled from 1980 to 1986 and then rose slowly through 1990.
Overall, nominal contributions to all these accounts grew from about $5
billion in 1980 to $73 billion in 1986, fell to $53 billion in 1987, and rose
again to about $66 billion in 1990. Contributions rose from 0.2 percent of
GDP in 1980 to 1.7 percent in 1986. They fell to 1.2 percent of GDP in
1987 and remained roughly at that level through 1990.
29. The datado not includerolloversand nondeductiblecontributionsand do not accountfor withdrawals.Dataon 401(k)contributionswere unavailablebeyond 1990at the
timethis paperwas written.
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Figure 2. 401(k), IRA, Keogh, and SEP Contributions, 1980-90
Billions of nominal dollars
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Sources: IRA and Keogh-SEP data are from U.S. Internal Revenue Service (various issues); 401(k) data for 19841990 are from U.S. Department of Labor (1993).
a. 401(k) data for 1982 and 1983 are estimated.

These patterns can be compared with the evolution of several measures of aggregate personal saving. The National Income and Product
Accounts (NIPA) measure personal saving as the difference between
personal disposable income and personal spending. The flow of funds
accounts (FFA) of the Federal Reserve provide an alternative measure,
which is the sum of the household sector's net acquisitions of financial
assets and net investments in tangible assets less the net change in liabilities. A third measure is the flow of funds calculated on a national accounts basis (FFA-NIPA). This measure removes consumer durables,
government insurance and pension reserves, and saving by corporate
farms from the flow of funds measure. It thus employs the national accounts concept for saving but uses data from the flow of funds.30
Figure 3 plots each of these measures and contributions to saving incentives as a percent of GDP from 1980 to 1990. Major shifts in the ratio
of saving incentive contributions to GDP occurred only twice. From
1981 to 1982, contributions rose by 0.9 percentage point of GDP, follow30. Holloway(1989)andWilsonandothers(1989)provideextensivediscussionsof the
nationalaccountsandflowof fundsmeasuresof personalsaving.
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Figure 3. Personal Saving Rates and Contributions to Saving Incentives, 1980-90
Percentof GDP
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Sources: IRA and Keogh-SEP data are from U.S. Internal Revenue Service (various issues). 401(k) data for 198490 are from U.S. Department of Labor (1993). 401(k) data for 1982 and 1983 are estimated. Personal saving data are
from the Econiomic Report of thie Presidenit 1994, table B-27, and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, flow of funds accounts.
a. Flow of funds is calculated on a national accounts basis by removing consumer durables, government insurance
and pension reserves, and saving by corporate farms from the flow of funds measure.

ing the establishment of universal eligibility for IRAs. During this period, the national accounts and flow of funds saving rates were flat, but
the FFA-NIPA rate rose by 0.6 percentage point. In the year following
the Tax Reform Act of 1986, contributions to saving incentives as a percent of GDP fell by 0.5 percentage point. At the same time, saving in
other forms fell by even larger amounts, so that the national accounts
rate fell by 1.2 percentage points, the flow of funds rate fell by 2.8 percentage points, and the FFA-NIPA rate fell by 2.2 percentage points.
Taking the decade as a whole, contributions to saving incentives rose by
1.0 percentage point of GDP, but the national accounts and FFA-NIPA
rates were lower in 1990 than in 1980, while the flow of funds rate was
about the same.
It is possible that personal saving in the 1980s could have fallen even
further in the absence of saving incentive plans. Nevertheless, it is difficult to conclude from the aggregate data that changes in saving incentives were an important influence on saving behavior in the 1980s.
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New Evidence on 401(k) Plans and Private Wealth
This section presents new evidence on the effects of 401(k) plans on
private wealth using information from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). The SIPP is a nationally representative
household survev, conducted by the Bureau of the Census and composed of a series of overlapping panels. Households are interviewed
several times over a period of about two and a half years. Every "wave"
of the survey collects core data on income, demographics, and other
items. Periodic modules collect detailed information on specialized
topics.
We use data from topical modules with information on 401(k)s. The
1984 SIPP wave 4 was undertaken between September and December
1984. We refer to this as 1984 data. The 1985 SIPP wave 7 and the 1986
SIPP wave 4 surveys occurred between January and April 1987. Because the relevant variables in these two samples have very similar
means and medians and the samples otherwise look very similar, we
have combined them to form our 1987 data. Interviews for the 1990 SIPP
wave 4 occurred between February and May 1991; we refer to this information as 1991 data. Each topical module contains information about
workers' 401(k) eligibility and participation.3"The 1987 and 1991 data
also contain information on 401(k) balances.
We focus on families in which the reference person is 25-64 years old,
in which at least one person is employed, and in which no one is selfemployed.32 Table 2 provides information on 401(k) eligibility and par31. As notedabove, we treat403(b)and457 plansandfederalthriftsavingplansas the
equivalentof 401(k)plans. Skip patternsin the SIPP indicatethat 401(k)questionswere
not askedof workerswho said (i) theiremployeror uniondid not offer a retirementplan,
(ii) they did not know if theiremployeror unionoffereda retirementplan, (iii) they were
not includedin the retirementplan, or (iv) they did not know if they were includedin the
retirementplan.Hence, eligibilityratescouldbe underreportedif workerswere not aware
of the availabilityof plans,andeligibilityandparticipationcouldbe underreportedif workers did not thinkof 401(k)plansas retirementplans. Calculationsfromthe 1991SIPPdata
reveal 17.2million401(k)participants(Yakoboskiand Boyce, 1993),whilethe 1990Form
5500reportsfiledby pensionplanscount 19.5millionactive participants(U.S. Pensionand
WelfareBenefitsAdministration,1993).These differencesmaybe due to the skippatterns
noted above, differentdefinitionsof active participantsin the two samples, or other
factors.
32. We focus on this groupfor several reasons. 401(k)plans are employmentbased
and not availableto the self-employed.For people aged 65 and older, issues concerning
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Table 2. 401(k) Eligibility and Participation Rates by Family
Percent

Eligibilityb

Participationc

Participation
of eligible
families

All families
1984
1987
1991

14.7
21.9
36.4

8.5
13.7
25.4

57.8
62.7
69.8

Age of reference
person in 1991 sample
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64

31.9
40.7
39.4
32.4

23.3
27.2
27.5
23.0

73.2
66.8
69.8
70.9

Income in 1991 sample
Less than 10,000
10,001 to 20,000
20,001 to 30,000
30,001 to 40,000
40,001 to 50,000
50,001 to 75,000
More than 75,000

10.3
18.8
28.2
37.9
42.8
52.6
54.1

7.1
12.7
16.2
26.2
30.6
37.1
44.5

69.1
67.4
57.5
69.3
71.6
70.5
82.3

Sample catego,ya

Source: Authors' calculations based on data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) as
described in the text.
a. Sample sizes are 9,433 in 1984, 10,926 in 1987, and 10,105 in 1991. All figures are weighted to reflect population
totals.
b. A family is considered eligible if at least one member of the family is eligible for a 401(k).
c. A family is considered a participant if at least one member of the family has a positive 401(k) balance.

ticipation in the various years. A family is defined as eligible if anyone
in the family is eligible for a 401(k) plan. Because the SIPP waves mentioned above do not provide data on 401(k) contributions, a family is defined as a participant if at least one member has a positive 401(k) balance. Both eligibility and participation rates have grown rapidly. Overall
participation rates almost tripled from 8.5 percent in 1984 to 25.4 percent
in 1991, mainly because of a rise in eligibility rates but also because of
an increase in participation conditional on eligibility. In 1991, 401(k) eligibility was somewhat more common for families headed by a person be-

retirementbehaviorand savingby the elderlysubstantiallycomplicatethe analysis. SIPP
questionsabout401(k)sareaskedonly to people25 andolder. The referencepersonis the
personin whose namethe family's home is rentedor owned. If jointly owned or rented,
eitherspouse mayappearas the referenceperson.
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tween the ages of 35 and 54 and eligibility rates rose with family
income.33
Comparing 401(k) Participants and Nonparticipants

Table 3 presents data on families that did and did not participatein
401(k)plans.34The table shows that, at any given point in time, 401(k)
participantstypically have higheroverall wealth and highernon-401(k)
wealth than nonparticipants.For example, in 1991, median financial
assets for participantswere $19,550,35more thaneight times the median
level of financialassets for all nonparticipants,which were $2,249.36In
1991,the medianparticipanthadabout2.7 times the net worthof the median nonparticipant
.37
The differencein wealth between participantsand nonparticipantsat
a given point in time cannot be taken as evidence that 401(k)plans raise
saving. Partof the differenceis due to differencesin observablecharacteristics. For example, the table shows that 401(k)participantstend to
33. Similarpatternshold in 1984and 1987.Contributionrates on a per workerbasis
follow similarpatternsin the 1988EmployeeBenefitSupplementof the CurrentPopulation Survey(Andrews,1992).
34. Incomeandwealthmeasuresare in realterms(1991dollars),usingthe seasonally
adjustedCPIfor urbanhouseholds,whichwas 135.0in February1991and 111.9in February 1987.These dates approximatethe midpointsof the periodsduringwhichthe 1987and
1991SIPPsurveyswere undertaken.
35. This figureis much higherthan comparablefiguresin Poterba,Venti, and Wise
(1993,table 3. la) because their "familieswith 401(k)s"do not includefamiliesthat have
401(k)plansandIRAs, whereasour definitionincludesall familiesthathave a 401(k).
36. Financialassets are definedas the sum of checkingaccounts, U.S. savingbonds,
other interest-earningaccounts in banks and other financialinstitutions,other interestearningassets (suchas bondsheldpersonally),stocks andmutualfunds,andIRA, Keogh,
and 401(k)balances.
37. Net worthis definedto includefinancialassets plus equity in houses, other real
estate, businessesandautomobiles,andless unsecureddebt.
As GeorgePerryhas pointedout to us, householdsmay "doublecount"assets in survey data.For example,an IRA with $5,000in equitiesmightbe reportedas both $5,000in
stocks and$5,000in IRAbalances,so thatwe wouldcalculatefinancialassets of $10,000.
$10,000.We do not believe this problemis importantfor the SIPP. First, questionersare
very awareof the issue. Second, in constructingthe financialassets measure,the SIPP
specificallyaddstogetherIRAs andotherassets. Third,in the 1991SIPP,over 60 percent
of IRA holdershave IRA and401(k)balancesexceedingtheirotherfinancialassets or reportthatthey have certaintypes of assets (such as stocks) in theirIRA but not outside of
theirIRA.
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Table 3. Median Characteristics of 401(k) Participants and Nonparticipantsa
1991 dollars, except as noted
Family characteristic
Participants
401(k) balancesb
Financial assetsb
Financial assets other than
401(k) balances
Net financial assetsb
Net financial assets
other than 401(k) balances
Net worthb
Net worth other than
401(k) balances
Defined benefit pension
coverage (percent)
Age (years)
Income
Education (years)
Sample size
Nonparticipants
Financial assets
Net financial assets
Net worth
Defined benefit pension
coverage (percent)
Age (years)
Income
Education (years)
Sample size

1984

Change,
1987-91

1987

1991

4,826
21,474

6,000
19,550

1,174
- 1,924

12,575
12,426

7,848
10,847

-4,727
- 1,579

. . .

3,728
80,469

1,100
58,358

- 2,628
- 22,111

75,141

71,632

46,045

-25,587

70.2
42
50,287
14

66.5
42
51,014
14

63.5
41
45,699
14

810

1,543

2,517

2,338
- 103
31,148

2,328
0
26,624

2,249
0
21,355

-79
0
- 5,269

46.9
38
34,011
12

42.5
39
33,286
12

34.5
40
31,242
12

-8.0

8,623

9,383

7,588

. . .

.

.

.

10,918
. . .

3,686

-3.0
-1
- 5,315
0
...

1
- 2,044
0

Source: Authors' calculations based on data from the SIPP.
a. Table reports median values, except for pension coverage and sample size.
b. Data on 401(k) balances are unavailable for 1984.

be slightly older and have more education and substantially higher incomes than nonparticipants. However, an important part of the differences in wealth holdings in a given year can be explained by heterogeneity: different households have different propensities to save, even after
controlling for observable factors.
The notion that heterogeneity arising from unobserved factors plays
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an important role in saving is now widely recognized.38 Heterogeneity
implies that families with high propensities to save will make up a disproportionate share of those that participate in voluntary plans like IRAs
and 401(k)s. Hence, observing in cross-sectional data that participants
have higher wealth than nonparticipants, even after controlling for other
factors, can lead to misleading inferences about the effects of saving incentives, because unobserved determinants of saving may differ systematically between the groups.
Table 3 can also be used to compare the assets of participants and
nonparticipants over time.39 Although participants' median real 401(k)
balances grew by $1,174 from 1987 to 1991, their median real financial assets (including 401(k) balances) fell by $1,924. Median real financial assets for nonparticipants fell by less than $100.40
However, financial assets may be too narrow a wealth measure for
analysis of 401(k) plans. As discussed above, employer matching of employee contributions creates opportunities for financing 401 (k) contributions with debt rather than new saving. To allow for this, we define net
financial assets as financial assets less nonmortgage debt. Table 3 shows
that from 1987 to 1991, median real net financial assets fell for participants and were constant for nonparticipants.
38. See Gale and Scholz (1994)or Poterba,Venti, and Wise (1994).Heterogeneityin
unobserveddeterminantsof saving, or tastes for saving,can be demonstratedby running
cross-sectionalregressionsof non-401(k)wealthon observablecharacteristicsandan indicatorfor whethera familyparticipatesin a 401(k)plan.If the coefficienton the 401(k)indicator is positive, it implies that, controllingfor observablecharacteristics,families that
save more in 401(k)plansalso save morein non-401(k)forms. The coefficientis positive
and economicallyand statisticallysignificantin regressionsusingeach of the 1984, 1987,
and 1991SIPPsamplesfor non-401(k)financialassets, non-401(k)net financialassets, non401(k)net worth,and definedbenefitpensioncoverage. Hence, participantstend to save
more in all forms than nonparticipants,even after controllingfor observablecharacteristics.
39. It is importantthat these comparisonsbe madein real ratherthannominalterms.
Because the level of assets in any year is much higherfor participantsthan nonparticipants,an equalpercentagechangein asset levels (say, becauseof inflation)translatesinto
a largerarithmeticchangein nominalassets for participants.Hence, changesin realassets
will generallybe smallerthanchangesin nominalassets, and can even be in the opposite
direction.For example,for 401(k)participants,nominalfinancialassets rose from 1987to
1991,even thoughrealfinancialassets fell.
40. Interpretingtrendsin these figureswould be more difficultif there had been extraordinarily
highor low ratesof returnon existingwealthduringthis period.Butthis does
not seem to have occurred.For example, the Standard& Poor's 500 rose from 280.9 in
February1987to 362.3 in February1991,approximatelythe dates of the SIPP surveys.
Thisrepresentsan annualizedrateof returnof about6.6 percent.
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It may also be useful to consider broadermeasuresof wealth. Medians of financialassets and net financialassets are smallrelativeto medians of overall net worth. Therefore, while most households may not
have muchto substituteaway fromin termsof net financialassets, they
may have other forms of wealth that can be adjusted. Moreover, the
debt-financedarbitrageopportunitiesareeven morelucrativeif financed
by property-backeddebt, the intereston which is tax deductible.Table
3 shows that net worth declined morefor participantsthanfor nonparticipantsfrom 1987to 1991.
These datapresentrelevantbackgroundinformation,but descriptive
tabulationsclearly cannot determinewhether 401(k)s increase private
wealth. For example, it can be shown thatchangesin observablecharacteristics can explainall of the reductionin financialassets and net financial assets, and most of the fall in net worth for 401(k) participants.
Strongerevidence on the effects of 401(k) plansrequirestwo items:controllingfor changesin the manyfactors (includingincome, age, andeducation) that mightinfluenceobserved levels of wealth in the cross-sections and finding an appropriateway to identify the effects of 401(k)
plans. We discuss our identificationstrategybelow.
Comparing Two Types of "Savers"

Our strategy is to compare two groups: (i) 401(k) participantsand
(ii) IRA participantswho are not eligiblefor 401(k) plans. An IRA participant is defined as a family with a positive IRA balance.41 There is no
overlapbetween these two groups. The logic of this comparisonis twofold. First, families in each group, by choosing to participatein voluntary savingplans, have indicatedthat they are "savers."Second, 401(k)
participantshad expanded opportunitiesto use saving incentives between 1986and 1991while IRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans
had sharplycurtailedopportunities.Not surprisingly,between 1986and
1991,401(k)contributionsgrew rapidly,while IRA contributionsplummeted. These changes in the structureand use of saving incentives provide a way of testing the effects of such plans on privatewealth.
The basic test is that if 401(k) plans stimulateprivate saving, then,
controllingfor other factors, wealth measures for 401(k) participants
shouldhave risenfrom 1987to 1991relativeto wealth measuresfor IRA
41. The SIPPdoes not containinformationon IRA contributions,only on balances.
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Table 4. Median Characteristics of IRA Participants Not Eligible for 401(k) Plans a
1991 dollars, except as noted
Change,

Characteristic
IRA balances
Financial assets
Financial assets less IRA
Net financial assets
Net financial assets less IRA
Net worth
Net worth less IRA
Defined benefit pension
coverage (percent)
Age (years)
Income
Education (years)
Sample size

1984

1987

1991

1987-91

5,418
20,551
12,845
13,139
6,194
98,944
92,726

8,083
23,525
12,426
15,683
5,911
98,550
90,060

8,200
27,600
12,999
20,000
6,300
98,253
83,703

117
4,075
573
4,317
389
- 279
-6,357

48.8
49
47,034
13

45.8
46
47,323
14

41.0
46
44,151
14

-4.8

1,795

2,024

1,257

0
- 3,172
0
...

Source: Authors' calculations using data from the SIPP.
a. An IRA participant is defined as a family with a positive IRA balance. Table reports median values, except for
pension coverage and sample size.

participantsnot eligible for 401(k) plans.42The test assumes that, controllingfor observablecharacteristics,the savingbehaviorof 401(k)participantsin a worldwithout401(k)s wouldbe similarto the savingbehavior of IRA participantswho are not eligiblefor 401(k)plans.
Table 4 provides data on IRA participantsnot eligible for 401(k)
plans. Median real IRA balances for this group rose by only $117 between 1987 and 1991. Hence, 401(k) balances rose for 401(k) participants (as shown in table 3), but IRA balances were roughly constant
for IRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k) plans. Table4 also shows that
IRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans had increases in medianfinancial assets and had small increases in financial assets excluding
IRAs. In 1987and 1991, IRA participantsnot eligible for 401(k)s were
older than401(k)participants,had slightlylower income, had the same
median educational attainment, and had somewhat higher levels of
assets andwealth.
42. The 1987SIPPdatawere collectedfromJanuaryto April1987,andthe surveyasks
forIRAand401(k)balancesat the end of the monthprecedingthe interview.Becausecontributionsto 1986IRAs could be made until April 15, 1987,the 1987data refer to asset
accumulationthatoccurredbeforethe provisionsof the 1986tax reformtook effect.
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TESTING THE EFFECTS OF 401(K) PLANS. Toimplementthetestdescribed above, we use families from the 1987 and 1991 SIPP samples that

either (i) had a 401(k)plan or (ii) had an IRA and were not eligible for a
401(k).43We specify regressionsof the followingform:
(8)
W = X,8 + y IN91 + 8 PART + a. [(IN91) (PART)] + E.
In this specification,J3,-y,8, and(xare parametersto be estimated, and E
is a residualassumed to be independentlyand normallydistributed.W
is a measure of wealth, discussed below. X is a vector of variables
thoughtto influencewealth accumulation,includingage, age-squared,
familyincome, familyincome-squared,an interactiontermbetween age
andincome, familysize, indicatorsfor educationalattainment(12 years,
13-15 years, and 16 years or more), defined benefit pension coverage,

maritalstatus, the presence of two earners,occupationalclassifications,
andthe race andgenderof the referenceperson. Standardlife-cycle considerationssuggest that saving is influencedby age, income, and demographic factors, including family size and marital status. Education,
pension coverage, and occupationare often thoughtto influencesaving
behavior.IN91 is an indicatorthat the observationis in the 1991sample
and captures general differences in wealth between 1987 and 1991.
PARTis an indicatorthat at least one memberof the familyparticipates
in a 401(k)plan;it capturesaveragedifferencesin wealthbetween401(k)
participantsand IRA contributorsnot eligible for 401(k)s that are not
capturedby other variables.
The key independentvariableis the interactionterm (IN91)(PART),
which measuresthe amountby which wealth increasedfor 401(k)participantsrelativeto IRA holdersnot eligiblefor 401(k)s from 1987to 1991,
aftercontrollingfor familycharacteristics(throughX), generalchanges
between 1987and 1991(throughIN91), andgeneraldifferencesin wealth
between the two groups (throughPART). If 401(k) plans raise private
wealth, the coefficiento-shouldbe positive and economicallyand statistically significant.
This equationis estimatedfor a varietyof differentwealth measures.
We reportresultsfor realfinancialassets and real net financialassets. In
each case, we remove IRA balances from the wealth measures of IRA
participantsnot eligible for 401(k) plans.44This adjustmentbiases the
43. Datafrom 1984areexcludedbecausethereis no informationon 401(k)balances.
44. Thus, the dependentvariablesare total or net financialassets for 401(k)participants(includingtheir401(k)and IRA balances)and total or net non-IRAfinancialassets
for IRAcontributorsnot eligiblefor 401(k)s.
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Table 5. Median Regression Explaining Net Financial Assets a
Coefficient

Standard
errorc

t-statistic

- 0.9776
1.1738
- 0.5410
0.2351
1.5993

0.2684
0.3726
0.1177
0.0924
0.2115

- 3.64
3.15
- 4.59
2.54
7.56

0.0213
0.0197
0.0767
0.0046
0.0272

0.0094
0.0085
0.0119
0.0052
0.0141

2.24
2.30
6.44
0.88
1.92

Male
White
Two earners
Family size

0.0057
0.0502
- 0.0679
- 0.1813

0.0072
0.0088
0.0119
0.0330

0.79
5.69
- 5.68
- 5.49

Family member with 401(k) (PART)
1991 sample dummy (IN91)
Interaction term [(IN91) (PART)]
Constant

0.0850
0.0129
-0.0158
0.1063

0.0101
0.0088
0.0126
0.0449

8.39
1.46
- 1.24
2.36

Independent variableb
Age
Age-squared
Income
Income-squared
Age-income interaction
12 years of education
13-15 years of education
16 years or more of education
Defined benefit pension coverage
Married

Source: Authors' regressions using data from the SIPP.
a. The dependent variable is net financial assets measured in 1991 dollars. Occupational dummies are omitted
from the table. Variables are measured in the following units: net financial assets divided by 100,000, age divided by
100, age-squared divided by 10,000, income divided by 100,000, income-squared divided by 1010,age-income divided
by 107, and family size divided by 10. Income and assets are expressed in 1991 dollars.
b. The sample pools 1987 and 1991 families that either (i) have a 401(k) plan or (ii) have an IRA but not eligible
for a 401(k) plan. The sample size is 7,341.
c. Standard errors are estimated with bootstrap methods.

tests in favor of finding that 401(k) plans raise saving but is done to
ensurethat any increase in the comparisongroup'swealth is not the result of IRAs. This issue arises because some families roll over pension
balancesinto IRAs. These shouldnot be counted as increases in wealth
but would be counted as such in the SIPP, because questions are asked
directlyabout IRA balancesbut not aboutbalances in definedcontribution pensionplans other than401(k)s.45
Table 5 provides estimates of the medianregressionfor net financial
assets.46Controllingfor other factors and taking account of the qua45. We discuss below the resultsof addingIRAs back into the asset measuresfor the
comparisongroup.For analyses and data on rollovers, see Chang(1993)and Fernandez
(1992).
46. Becausemedianregressionsreducethe effect of outliersthey are usefulin anayzingwealthdata,whicharetypicallyhighlyskewed. AppendixtableAl providessummary
statisticson the variablesused in the regression.
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Table 6. Effects of 401(k) Participation on Private Wealth Accumulationa

Quantileregression
Dependentvariable
Financial assets
Net financial assets

25th
percentile

Median

75th
percentile

Ordinaty
least squares

- 810
(1.67)
-1,310
(1.33)

279
(0.21)
-1,576
(1.24)

- 131
(0.05)
-3,409
(1.19)

- 3,856
(0.99)
-2,146
(0.50)

Source: Authors' regressions using data from the SIPP.
a. The table provides estimates of the coefficient on the interaction term (IN91)(PART) in 1991 dollars in a pooled
sample of families that either (i) participated in a 401(k) or (ii) participated in an IRA but were not eligible for a
401(k). Quantile regression standard errors are estimated with bootstrap methods, t-statistics are shown in parentheses.

draticandinteractiveterms, the coefficientsimplythatthe medianof net
financialassets rises with age, income, and, in general, education; is
higherfor marriedcouples thanfor singles;andis lower for familieswith
two earnersand for largerfamilies. On average, participantsin 401(k)s
have higherlevels of net financialassets, controllingfor other factors.
The key coefficientis thaton the interactionterm(IN91)(PART). This
coefficientshouldbe positive and significantif 401(k) plansraise private
saving. Instead, it is negative and insignificant,indicatingthat the net
financialassets of 401(k) participantsdid not rise relative to the net financialassets of IRA holdersnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans, controllingfor
other factors. This result occurs even though median real 401(k) balances among401(k)participantsrose by more than $1,100 over this period. The implicationis that contributionsto 401(k)plans did not raise
private saving relative to what it would have been in the absence of
401(k)s.
Similar estimates occur for a variety of additional specifications.
Table 6 reports the coefficients on the interactionterm for the median
regression,the 25thand 75th quantileregressions,and an ordinaryleast
squares(OLS) regressionfor financialassets and net financialassets. In
one case, the interactionterm is positive: medianfinancialassets grew
by $279morefor 401(k)participantsthanfor IRA participantsnot eligible for 401(k)s. This figure is estimated imprecisely (the t-statistic is
0.27) but representsabout 24 percent of the $1,174 increase in median
401(k)balancesfor 401(k)participants.
Fromthis result, it is possible to develop a point estimatefor the proportionof 401(k)contributionsthat representincreases in nationalsav-
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ing. We estimate an average tax rate of 22 percent for 401(k) participants.47This would suggest that 2 percent of 401(k) contributions
representincreases in nationalsaving.
In all other cases, controllingfor other factors, asset measures for
401(k)participantsgrew less than for IRA contributorsnot eligible for
401(k)s by a statisticallyinsignificantamount.Resultsfromotherregressions that use net worth as the dependentvariableor include IRA balances in the asset measure of IRA participantsnot eligible for 401(k)
plansgenerateresults even less favorablefor 401(k) plans.
In each of the quantile regressions, the effects of 401(k) plans on
wealth are successively more negative as the definitionof the wealth
variableis widened from narrowmeasures, such as financialassets, to
broaderones, such as net financialassets or net worth.48This suggests
that families may be able to substitutea variety of assets for 401(k)balances and suggeststhe importanceof examiningmeasuresof wealth that
are sufficientlybroadto allow for adjustmentsin portfolios.
It also suggests that the non-401(k)wealth of 401(k) participants
should have fallen relative to that of IRA participantsnot eligible for
401(k)s.To examinethis proposition,we reestimatedthe medianregressions in table 6, excluding401(k)balancesfrom the wealth measuresof
401(k)participants.If 401(k)sand other financialassets are substitutes,
the coefficienton the interactionterm(IN91) (PART) shouldbe negative
and significantin this specification.The results are consistent with this
hypothesis. When the dependentvariableis financialassets (excluding
401(k)balances),the coefficienton the interactiontermis - $2,333(with
a t-statisticof 2.87); when the dependentvariableis net financialassets,
the coefficient on the interactionterm is - $2,985 (with a t-statistic of
3.53).

These results referonly to privatesaving, while our originalcriterion
for whether saving incentives worked also focused on nationalsaving.
Clearly,if 401(k)plans do not raise privatesaving, they reduce national
savingin the absence of any other policy change.
47. Theaveragemarginaltax ratein 1988was 22 percentfor IRAparticipants-anyone
who had contributedto an IRA between 1979and 1988-using the IRS-MichiganTax
Panel,describedlaterin this paper.Relevantcharacteristics,such as income, familysize,
percentmarried,andhomeownership,arevery similarfor401(k)participantsandIRAparticipantsin the 1987SIPP.
48. That this relationdoes not hold for the ordinaryleast squares(mean)regression
suggeststhe importanceof outliersin influencingthe OLS relationships.
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DISCUSSION. The tests above are based on two key factors:changes
in the opportunitiesfor and use of savingincentives for differentgroups
of families,andthe samplechoice of familiessuch thatone groupof savers can be compared with another. We discuss each factor further
below.
Concerningthe shift in opportunities,a potentialcaveat is thatthe InternalRevenue Service limiton employee 401(k)contributionsfell from
$30,000in 1986to $7,000 in 1987(andwas then indexed for inflation).If
a largeportionof 401(k)participantswere contributingmorethan$7,000
a year before 1986, the new limit could affect our results. However, it
seems that very few people gave amountsexceeding $7,000. In the 1987
SIPP, 50 percent of participantshad accumulated401(k) balances of
$4,000 or less, 75 percent had balances of $10,395 or less, and only 10
percenthad balances of more than $29,000. AndreaKusko, James Poterba, andDavid Wilcox show thatonly about 1 percentof 401(k) participantsin a medium-sizedmanufacturingfirmin 1990were constrainedby
the IRS limit.49Leslie Papkepresentsdatafrom Form5500reportsfiled
by pensionplansindicatingthatless than 1percentof contributorsmade
employee contributionsof $5,000 or more in 1987.50Hence, the lower
IRS limitis unlikelyto have affected the medianregressions.
A second issue concerns our choice of comparisongroups. At least
three issues arise in comparing401(k)participantsand IRA participants
not eligiblefor 401(k)s.51Do the groupsstartout with unequalpropensities to save? Does the propensityto save of the 401(k)participantgroup
fall over time? Does the propensityto save of the IRA grouprise over
time?If the answerto all threequestionsis no, ourchoice of comparison
groupsdoes not lead to systematicbiases in the analysis. Each of these
questions lends itself to empirical examination, which we describe
below.
First, do the two groupsstartout with similarunderlyingpropensities
to save? If 401(k)participantshave systematicallylower propensitiesto
save, our test mightbe biased againstfindinga favorableeffect of 401(k)
plans on private saving. One might argue that it is "easy" to save in a

49. Kusko, Poterba,andWilcox(1994).
50. Papke(1992).
51. We thankDougBernheim,Joel Slemrod,andJon Skinner,amongothers,for stimulatingourthoughtson this topic. As discussedbelow, relatedissues arisein the comparison of othergroupsas well.
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401(k)plan:employersset up the plan, providefor automaticpayrolldeductions, and often provide high rates of matchingcontributions.One
may not need to be much of a "saver"to participate.In contrast,to contributeto an IRA, one must set up an account and arrangeto makecontributionsto it. These considerations suggest that 401(k) participants
may have systematicallyless intense tastes for saving on average than
IRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k) plans. However, non-401(k) pension coverage is higherfor 401(k)participantsthanfor IRA participants
not eligiblefor 401(k)plans, as shown in tables 3 and 4. If workerswith
strongdesires to save self-select into firmsthat offer pensions or 401(k)
plans, then 401(k)participantsmay on averagehave higherpropensities
to save thanIRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans.
We examine initialpropensitiesto save by estimatingmedianregressions, using all 401(k)participantsand IRA participantsnot eligible for
401(k)plans in the 1987SIPP data. The dependentvariableis a measure
of assets; the independentvariablesinclude all of the X variablesand a
dummyvariablefor whetherthe householdwas a 401(k)participant.If,
controllingfor other factors, the 401(k)grouphas a smalleroverall propensity to save, the coefficienton the dummyvariableindicating401(k)
participationshould be negative. Our estimates indicate that when the
dependentvariableis financialassets (net financialassets), the coefficient on 401(k) participationis $972 ($1,986) with a t-statistic of 1.46
(1.64).Thus, thereis no evidence in these regressionsthat401(k)participants have smallerpropensitiesto save via total or net financialassets
thanIRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans.52
The second issue is whetherthe propensityto save for 401(k)participantsfell. If averagetastes for savingamong401(k)participantsfell from
1987to 1991,our tests may be biased againstfindinga positive effect of
401(k)plans on saving. This possibility is based on the largeincrease in
participationand eligibility between 1987 and 1991, and the idea that
thereis heterogeneityin propensitiesto save. For example, supposethat
thereare "serious"savers and "occasional"savers andthat at the beginning of the 401(k) programall of the serious savers enrolled. If an increasingnumberof occasional savers participateover time, the average
taste for savingamongparticipantswould fall.
52. The dependentvariablesin these regressionsincludethe IRAbalancesof IRAparticipantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans. Obviously,excludingIRA balanceswouldraisethe
coefficienton 401(k)participationand strengthenthe conclusion.
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But this simple scenario may omit importantfactors. Many 401(k)
plans are cashed in upon employee separationfrom the firm. Thus, an
alternativescenariois that over time, more and more serious savers enrolled (and stayed enrolled) in a 401(k) as the plans proliferated.New
occasionalsavers established401(k)accounts, but otheroccasional savers cashed in their 401(k)plans and hence departedfrom the sample of
401(k)participants.53
The directionof potentialshifts in tastes for saving
is not obvious. Moreover, as shown in table 3, median401(k)balances
amongparticipantsrose from 1987to 1991;given the largeexpansionin
401(k) participationfrom 1987 to 1991, one might have expected balances to have fallen if the sample were becoming more diluted over
time.
To examine these ideas, we estimate medianregressions, pooling all
401(k)participantsin the 1987and 1991SIPP data. The dependentvariable is a measureof assets; the independentvariablesinclude all of the
X variablesanda dummyvariablefor whetherthe familywas in the 1991
sample. If, controllingfor other factors, the 401(k) sample is becoming
dilutedwith families that have low propensitiesto save, then the coefficient on the 1991indicatorshouldbe negative. But when the dependent
variableis financialassets (net financialassets), the coefficient on the
1991 dummy variable is $1,638 ($267) with a t-statistic of 2.31 (0.38).
Thus, for 1987to 1991there is no evidence of a reductionin the propensity of 401(k)participantsto accumulatetotal or net financialassets.
The thirdissue is whethercharacteristicsof IRA participantsnot eligible for 401(k)plans changedso as to raise their averagetastes for saving between 1987and 1991.If so, our tests would be biased againstfinding a positive effect of 401(k)s on saving. The concern is that, since
contributionsto IRAs decreased sharplyafter 1986,only serious savers
may still have had IRAs in 1991, whereas both serious and occasional
savers had IRAs in 1987.
To addressthis conjecture,we estimatemedianregressions,this time
poolingall IRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans in the 1987and
1991SIPP data. The dependentvariableis a measureof assets that excludes IRA balances for the reasons given above and for comparability
53. Althoughmost amountsreceived throughlumpsum distributionsare rolledover
into some formof saving,broadlydefined,a substantialproportionof the recipientsconsumeall or partof the funds. See Chang(1993)andFernandez(1992).
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withthe regressionsin tables 5 and6. The independentvariablesinclude
all of the X variablesand a dummyvariablefor whetherthe family was
in the 1991sample. Controllingfor other factors, if the overall taste for
savingwas risingin this groupbetween 1987and 1991,the coefficienton
the 1991indicatorshould be positive and significant.When the dependent variableis non-IRAfinancialassets (non-IRAnet financialassets),
the coefficient on the 1991indicatoris $1,209 ($1,060)with a t-statistic
of 1.33(1.16). Thus, for financialassets, the increasein the taste for saving is smallerfor this group than it is for 401(k) participantsand is not
statisticallysignificant.For net financialassets, the increase in the taste
for savingis largerthanit is for 401(k)participantsbut againis not statistically significant.These three sets of results provide no evidence that
the samples we have chosen are biased towardfindingthat 401(k)plans
do not raise total or net financialassets.54
However, our tests containtwo omissions thatmaybias the resultsin
favor of findingthat 401(k) plans raise private saving. First, we ignore
the distinctionbetween pre- and posttax asset balances. A 401(k) balance at any point in time representsa pretaxvalue; one cannotconsume
the entire balance because income taxes and perhapspenalties are due
upon withdrawal.In contrast, one may consume the entirebalanceof a
taxable asset. Hence, at a point in time, a family with all of its portfolio
in fully taxable assets has highercurrentavailablewealth than a family
with an equalasset balancebut all of its portfolioin a 401(k)plan, but the
SIPPwould recordthem as havingequal wealth. Moreover, if tax rates
changeby relativelysmallamounts,as they did from 1987to 1991,comparisonsof increases over time in fully taxable assets and pretax401(k)
balances over time will tend to overstate the increase in wealth arising
from401(k)plans.55
Second, a variety of estimates suggest that about one-thirdor more
54. The tests implicitlyassumethatthe underlyingrelationshipin 1987betweenassets
andobservablefamilycharacteristicsaccuratelyreflectsthe relationshipin 1991as well.
55. Footnote 19 implies that, ignoringany penalties, the after-taxbalance after T
years, resultingfrom a $1 contributionto a 401(k) plan with a zero match rate, is
(1 - r)(1 + r)T. The value reportedin the SIPP, which asks about the currentbalance,
wouldbe (1 + r)T. Hence, if the reportedvalue of 401(k)balancesrose by an amount,Z,
fromone survey to the next, the increasein after-taxbalances(assumingtax rates were
constant)wouldbe only (1 - r)Z.Ourtests do not adjust401(k)balancesdownwardto
accountforthiseffect. Similarproblemsarisefor IRAs, butourtests removeIRAbalances
for IRAparticipantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)plans.
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of 401(k)plans representconversions of previouslyexisting pensions.56
This presents several potential problems for analyses using the SIPP
data, because the SIPPprovides informationon 401(k)balancesbut not
on balancesin otherpensionplans. Considertwo observationallyequivalentfamilieseach with equalamountsof taxableassets. Onefamilyalso
has $10,000in a 401(k)while the other family has the same amountin a
definedcontributionplan. The SIPP data would show the 401(k)family
to have higherwealth. Moreover,as morepension planswere converted
to 401(k)sbetween 1984and 1991,the successive cross-sections of the
SIPPwould show increasesin reportedassets associated withbecoming
a 401(k) participant,even thougha real increasemay not have occurred.
Comparisons Using Other Grouips

The tests above are based on comparingtwo groups of savers who
experienceddifferentchangesin theiropportunitiesto use savingincentive plans. There is obviously no single "correct"choice of comparison
groups, however, so this subsectionexamines alternativecomparisons.
The underlyingquestion in all of these comparisonsis what would
have happenedto the assets of 401(k)contributorsif they had not been
eligible to make 401(k) contributions. The difference between this
counterfactualscenario and what actually happened is the "effect of
401(k)son householdsaving."
Addressing this counterfactualcomparison requires some sort of
model. One approachis to develop a structuraleconometric model of
household saving behavior.57An alternativeis to make less structured
comparisons, controllingfor a variety of factors. We have chosen the
latterapproach,which assumes that, after controllingfor other characteristics, the savingof IRA participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k)s wouldbe
equivalentto the saving of 401(k)participantsin the absence of 401(k)s.
56. Andrews(1992)reportsthat 15,689of the 45,054401(k)plansin existence in 1987
reportedbeing establishedbefore 1984even thoughthere were only 1,703actual401(k)
plansin existencein 1984.Mostof the discrepancyis thoughtto be dueto preexistingplans
reconstitutedas 401(k)plans.Papke,Petersen,andPoterba(1993,table3.1) reportthat45
percentof the firmsthey surveyed,representing37 percentof the participantscoveredby
the plans,reportedthata 401(k) planreplaceda previouslyexistingpensionplan.In a 1989
surveyby BuckConsultants,28 percentof 401(k)planssurveyedhadbeenconvertedfrom
thriftor profit-sharingplans, and 7 percent were converted from defined benefit plans
(BuckConsultants,1989,p. 4).
57. See GaleandScholz (1994)andVenti andWise (1986, 1987,1990,and 1991).
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Comparisonsusing a less structuredapproachmust be made with
care. An importantcost of this approachis that at least two criteriaare
needed for the comparisonsto be informative.First, the type of householdwithineach comparisongroupshouldremainsimilarover time. For
example, we show above that the sample of 401(k)participantsdid not
become diluted over time with families with low tastes for saving and
that the sample of IRA participantsnot eligible for 401(k)plans did not
become concentratedwith families with high tastes for saving. Second,
the two groups should not be too differentat a point in time. For example, we show above that401(k) participantsandIRA participantsnot eligible for 401(k)plans have similartastes for saving in 1987.
The second criterionarises because in a less structuredapproach,it
is extremelydifficultto controlfor all of the variablesthat affect wealth
accumulation,and groupsin very differentcircumstancesmay be influenced differentlyby omitted variables. For example, in the late 1980s,
at least two importantevents mighthave affecteddisparategroupsin different ways. First, JerryHausmanand Poterba show that the Tax Reform Act of 1986had substantiallydifferenteffects at the top end of the
income distributionthanat its middle.58Second, the stock marketcrash
in 1987likely had differenteffects on householdsat opposite ends of the
income and wealth distribution.
COMPARISONS

BASED

ON PARTICIPATION.

An alternative way to

examine the effects of 401(k)s on wealth is to compare families with
401(k)sbut withoutIRAs to familieswithout401(k)s.59This comparison
is one of those presented by Poterba, Steven Venti, and David Wise,
who use a differentmethodology than we do to examine the effects of
401(k)plans on household saving.60If one assumes that the saving behavior of 401(k) participantswithout IRAs in the absence of 401(k)s
would be similarto the saving behaviorof households without401(k)s,
controllingfor other characteristics,the effects of 401(k)son household
savingcan be estimatedusinga specificationsimilarto thatin table5. To
do so, we include all families from the 1987and 1991SIPPs that either
58. Hausman and Poterba (1987).
59. Not surprisingly, the median values of economic characteristics of families with
401(k) plans but without IRAs are generally between those of all 401(k) participants and
those of nonparticipants. The median real 401(k) balances for families with 401(k)s but not
IRAs rose by $1,234 from 1987 to 1991.
60. Poterba, Venti, and Wise (1992, 1993, and 1994).
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(i) had a 401(k)but not an IRA or (ii) did not have a 401(k).This specification drops from the sample those households that have both a 401(k)
and an IRA.61The independentvariablesinclude the same X variables
as above, an IN91 indicator,a PART indicator,and the (IN91) (PART)
interactionterm. As before, the effect of 401(k)plans on wealth should
appearin the term(IN91) (PART).
These regressions show that, controllingfor other factors, median
real financialassets of familieswith 401(k)sbut not IRAs increasedby a
point estimate of $445 relative to that of families without 401(k) plans
between 1987and 1991. For net financialassets the point estimate was
$401.These figuresrepresent36 percentand 32 percentof the $1,234increase in median401(k)balancesfor familieswith 401(k)sbut not IRAs.
Using an average tax rate of 22 percent for 401(k) participantswould
suggest that between 14 percent and 10 percent of 401(k)contributions
representnet increases in nationalsaving in the shortrun.62
We note, however, that the point estimates are insignificantlydifferent from zero and do not address the possible upwardbiases that arise
from failingto distinguishbetween pre- and posttax asset balances and
from ignoringthe prevalenceof 401(k)plans that representrollovers of
previously existing plans. Moreover, when net worth is the dependent
variable,the coefficienton the interactionterm is negative. Finally, using these comparisongroupsimplicitlyassumes thatthe savingbehavior
of 401(k) participants,to whom we have referredearlier as "savers,"
would, in the absence of 401(k)plans, be the same as nonparticipants,
controllingfor observablecharacteristics.63
61. Among401(k)participants,46 percenthad IRAs in 1987and 35 percenthad IRAs
in 1991.
62. Ordinaryleast squaresregressionsalso generate positive but statisticallyinsignificantcoefficients on the interactionterm. The point estimate is that mean financial
assets of familieswith401(k)sbut not IRAs increasedby $1,114relativeto thatof families
without401(k) plans between 1987and 1991. For net financialassets the increase was
$2,418.These shouldbe comparedwith an increasein mean401(k)assets of $3,125.
63. To examinedifferencesin initialpropensitiesto save, we ranmedianregressions
usingall familiesin the 1987SIPPthat either(i) hada 401(k)but not an IRA or (ii) did not
have a 401(k).The dependentvariablewas financialassets, andthe independentvariables
were the same Xs as above and an indicatorvariablefor havinga 401(k)plan. The coefficient on the indicatorvariablewas about$3,700and estimatedprecisely.By comparison,
the medianlevel of financialassets in the 1987SIPP samplewas less than$3,000,andthe
medianlevel of net worthwas under$30,000.
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In similartests comparingfamilieswith 401(k)sbut not IRAs to IRA
participantsnot eligible for 401(k)s, the coefficient on the interaction
term is $317 when the dependent variable is financialassets and $43
when the dependentvariableis net financialassets. Neitheris estimated
precisely. These figures represent 26 percent and 3.5 percent of the
$1,234 increase in median401(k)balances for families with 401(k)sbut
not IRAs. Adjustingfor the tax loss, this comparisonalso suggests that
401(k)shave had little, if any, effect on nationalsaving.
Anothertest would comparefamilieswith an IRA but not a 401(k)to
familieswithoutan IRA. These two groups,however, appearto be very
differentwith respect to initialpropensitiesto save and with respect to
wealth.64Hence, we believe it is unlikely that differences in tastes for
saving or differentialchanges in the economic environmentfacing the
two groups(such as the 1986tax reformandthe stock marketcrash)can
be adequately capturedusing the modeling approachabove. Another
comparisonwould involve families with both an IRA and a 401(k) and
familieswith neither. Again, however, we believe that these groupsare
too disparatefor the comparisonto be informative.65
ON ELIGIBILITY.
COMPARISONS
BASED
From an analytical perspective, a potentiallyadvantageousaspect of 401(k)plans is that-unlike IRAs-they are not universallyavailable.If 401(k)eligibilityis distributed independently of underlying propensities to save, then
differencesin eligibilityacross families could be used to identifythe effects of 401(k)plans on saving. In this subsection, we examinethe relation between 401(k)eligibilityand propensitiesto save.
Table 7 presents informationon households by 401(k)eligibilitystatus in the SIPP. Mediannon-401(k)financialassets and non-401(k)net
worth are several times higherfor eligibles than noneligibles. In 1991,
64. To examinethese differences,we ranmedianregressionsusingall familiesin the
1987SIPPthateither(i) hadan IRAbutnot a 401(k)or (ii) didnot havean IRA.The dependent variablewas financialassets, and the independentvariableswere the same Xs as
aboveandanindicatorvariableforhavingan IRA.The coefficienton the indicatorvariable
was about$16,000and estimatedprecisely.
65. We ran medianregressionsusing all families in the 1987SIPP that either (i) had
bothan IRA anda 401(k)or (ii) had neither.The dependentvariablewas financialassets,
and the independentvariableswere the same Xs as above and an indicatorvariablefor
havingboth saving incentive plans. The coefficienton the indicatorvariablewas about
$39,000andestimatedprecisely.
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Table 7. Median Characteristics of 401(k)-Eligible and Noneligible Families a
1991 dollars, except as noted
Family characteristic
Eligible families
401(k) balancesb
Financial assetsb
Financial assets other than 401(k) balances
Net financial assetsb
Net financial assets other than 401(k) balances
Net worthb
Net worth other than 401(k) balances
Defined benefit pension coverage (percent)
Age (years)
Income
Education (years)
Sample size
Noneligible families
Financial assets
Net financial assets
Net worth
Defined benefit pension coverage (percent)
Age (years)
Income
Education (years)
Sample size

1987

1991

61,573
73.6
40
46,242
14

1,206
13,422
8,445
5,248
1,745
62,795
58,632
69.5
40
48,137
14

2,000
13,456
6,652
6,305
556
51,339
42,900
63.5
41
43,605
14

1,410

2,433

3,613

2,236
- 89
30,299
44.6
39
33,467
12

2,051
0
25,576
39.2
39
32,320
12

2,000
0
19,250
28.0
39
30,000
12

8,023

8,493

6,492

1984

7,026
. .

.

1,130
. . .

Source: Authors' calculations using data from the SIPP.
a. Table reports median values, except for pension coverage and sample size.
b. Data on 401(k) balances are unavailable for 1984.

401(k)-eligiblehouseholds were 35.5 percentage points more likely to
participatein a definedbenefitpension thannoneligiblefamilies.66Some
of these differencesare due to differencesin observablecharacteristics:
eligibles have highermedianincome and more years of education. The
key issue is whether, controllingfor other factors, 401(k)-eligiblefamilies tend to have greaterpropensitiesto save thannoneligiblefamilies.
Table 8 addresses this issue. The four panels show estimates of the
effects of eligibilityon various measures of wealth that exclude 401(k)
66. The probability of having a defined benefit plan and being vested is about 20 to 25
percentage points higher for eligibles than noneligibles in the three survey years. Including
data on reported participation in defined contribution plans raises these differences, but it
is unclear whether respondents included a 401(k) plan as a defined contribution plan in
answering the survey, so we exclude data on these plans. 401(k) eligibles are also about 10
percentage points more likely to have employer-provided health insurance.
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Table 8. Effects of 401(k) Eligibility on Non-401(k) Wealth

Measure

Year

Probability of having a defined
benefit pensionb

1984
1987
1991

Median level of non-401(k)
financial assetsc

1984
1987
1991

Median level of non-401(k)
net financial assetsc

1984
1987
1991

Median level of
non-401(k) net worthc

1984
1987
1991

Controlling
for
income only
0.26
(16.5)
0.26
(21.1)
0.33
(31.3)

Controllingfor
income and
otherfactorsa
0.24
(15.2)
0.25
(19.8)
0.31
(28.7)

737
(3.22)
992
(3.81)
215
(1.28)

346
(1.98)
773
(4.96)
280
(2.07)

372
(1.64)
521
(2.73)
-307
(1.71)

173
(0.65)
768
(3.07)
-48
(0.23)

4,668
(2.36)
2,149
(1.58)
- 848
(0.71)

2,500
(1.99)
3,291
(3.20)
1,478
(1.75)

Source: Authors' regressions using data from the SIPP. Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.
a. The other factors are the explanatory variables in X, as described in the text.
b. In the first panel, the entry represents the marginal increase in the probability of being covered by a defined
benefit pension plan associated with being eligible for a 401(k), controlling for other factors. The marginal probabilities
are calculated from the coefficients of a probit equation (see Greene, 1990, p. 664).
c. The entry represents the coefficient on being eligible in a median regression of non-401(k) wealth on eligibility
status and other factors. For these panels, the median regression standard errors are estimated with bootstrap
methods.

balances. For each measureand each sample year, two cross-sectional
equations are estimated. The first controls for a constant, family income, and 401(k) eligibility. The second controls for all of the X variables in table 5 andfor eligibility.67If, controllingfor otherfactors, eligi67. The only exceptionis thatthe probitsfor pensioncoveragedo not includepension
coverageas an independentvariable,for obviousreasons.
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bility is positively correlatedwith measuresof non-401(k)wealth, then
it is difficultto see how eligibilitycan be uncorrelatedwith tastes for saving. In that case, exploiting variationsin eligibilitywill not be a useful
way to measurethe effects of 401(k)plans on saving.
The firstpanel shows that 401(k)-eligiblefamilies are between 24 and
31 percentagepoints more likely to be covered by a definedbenefitpension planthanare ineligiblefamilies, controllingfor other factors. Most
of the differencein coverage rates reportedin table 7 can be explained
solely by the eligibilitytermin table 8. The second panelof table 8 shows
the effects of eligibilityon medianlevels of non-401(k)financialassets.
Eligibilityis typically statisticallysignificant,and the estimatedeffects
are largerelativeto the medianfinancialassets of noneligibles.The third
and fourth panels show smaller effects of eligibility on net financial
assets and largereffects on overallnet worth (again,excluding401(k)s).
Table 8 thus shows that 401(k)-eligiblefamilies save more in non401(k) assets thanobservationallyequivalentnoneligiblefamilies, even
aftercontrollingfor otherfactors. The results show that401(k) eligibility
is positively correlatedwith an underlyingtaste for saving and with unobserved determinantsof saving behavior, and in most cases this relationshipis economicallyand statisticallysignificant.68
Moreover,the rebetween
tastes for saving
sults may understatethe positive correlation
and401(k)eligibility.The appropriateway to measuredifferencesin the
savingpropensitiesof eligibles and noneligiblesis to examinethe actual
wealthof noneligiblesandthe wealthof eligiblesin the absence of 401(k)
plans. The test in table 8 assumes that all 401(k)savingis new saving, so
that no adjustmentis made for 401(k)wealth. If, however, x percent of
401(k) saving is thoughtnot to be new saving, then x percent of 401(k)
balances shouldbe addedto the wealthmeasuredfor eligibles in table 8.
This would obviously raise the coefficient on eligibility in the regressions.

The implicationis that using variationsin 401(k)eligibilityto identify
the effects of 401(k) plans on saving will overstate those effects.69The
68. The equationsthatcontrolonly for incomeprovideparticularlystrongevidenceof
this proposition.Eligiblefamiliesare aboutthe same age as noneligiblesbut have higher
income and education,implyingthat they have higherpermanentincome than noneligibles. Controllingfor currentincome, someonewithhigherpermanentincomeshouldhave
lowerwealth, yet eligibleshave higherwealth, even ignoring401(k)balances.
69. Onecouldtry to use instrumentalvariablesto examinethe effect of 401(k)eligibility on householdsaving. A good instrumentneeds to be a determinantof eligibilityand
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findingthat 401(k)eligibilityis positively correlatedwith tastes for saving is consistent with theoreticalmodels of pensions70and with survey
evidence concerningwhy 401(k)plans are created.71
Substitution among 401(k) Plans, IRAs, and Pensions

Ourresults are consistent with the view that401(k)plans do not raise
privatewealth. This impliesthatcontributionsto 401(k)sarefinancedby
some combinationof savingthatwould have been done anyway, shifting
of other assets, or increasingdebt. In particular,fundsthatwould otherwise have been placed in IRAs or private pensions are one possible
source of 401(k) contributions.In this subsection, we examine the extent to which IRAs or private pensions act as substitutes for 401(k)s,
with particularemphasis on the relationshipbetween IRAs and 401(k)
plans.
IRAs and 401(k) plans are unlikely to be perfect substitutes. 401(k)
plans are tied to the workplace, while IRAs are not. 401(k)shave different matching rates, contributionlimits, hardshipcriteria, loan provisions, and asset allocationchoices. 401(k)contributionstend to be regunot of saving. But probit regressions with industry dummies, region of the country, year
dummies, union status, occupation, and firm size explained very little of the variation in
eligibility, and it is difficult to find other possible instruments. Given the econometric problems with using a poor first-stage instrument, we do not believe this approach would generate reliable results. See Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1993); Nelson and Startz (1990); and
Staiger and Stock (1993). Skinner (1994) proposes an alternative way to address this issue.
70. Theoretical models suggest that pensions exist where workers demand them or
that workers who demand pensions will be attracted to firms that offer them (Allen, Clark,
and McDermed, 1993). In either case, it seems reasonable to believe that pension coverage
will be positively correlated with tastes for saving. Ippolito (1993) provides a model explaining the rapid growth of 401(k) plans in terms of their ability to help firms attract more
productive workers. These workers will typically have lower discount rates as well (for
example, they may value future income more and hence work harder to achieve promotion) but are difficult for the firm to identify. 401(k) plans help firms identify such workers
because 401(k)s can be cashed in upon leaving the firm. High-discount rate workers find it
relatively more desirable to leave the firm and cash in the 401(k). One implication is that
workers that remain with a firm that offers a 401(k) plan will tend to have low discount
rates: that is, they will have higher propensities to save.
71. A 1989 report by Buck Consultants, summarizing information obtained from 424
responding companies, representing a broad range of firm sizes, geographical locations,
and industry types, reveals that "perceived employee interest" was the second-most-frequently stated reason that a firm installed a 401(k) plan and was noted by 63.5 percent of
respondents (Buck Consultants, 1989, p. 4).
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larsalarydeductions;IRAs can be fundedanytime.For example, people
may want to put some money into a 401(k)but then keep the flexibility
of contributingto an IRA at a later date in the tax year, dependingon
theirincome and expenses.
Nevertheless, IRAs and 401(k)s could be good substitutesfor some
people (particularlythose who hold both 401(k)s and IRAs). The plans
representalternativeways to save for retirement,and 401(k)sshouldbe
particularlyattractive for high-incomehouseholds after removing the
tax deductibilityof IRA contributionsin 1986. Moreover, a variety of
papersshow that households often shift the compositionof their assets
andliabilitiesin response to tax changes,72even if they do not changethe
overalllevel of wealth. Similarstatementsapply to pensions and 401(k)
plans.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH. Otherresearchershave uncoveredsome evidence of substitution.JamesEisneruses datafromthe 1986SIPPto estimate the probabilityof 401(k) participation(conditionalon eligibility).73
He finds that, evaluated at sample means and controllingfor other factors, having a definedbenefit plan reduces a worker's 401(k)participation rate by 28 percentagepoints, while having a defined contribution
plan reduces the participationrate by 10 percentagepoints. Andrews,
usingthe Employee BenefitsSupplementof the 1988CurrentPopulation
Survey, also finds that participationin a preexisting pension plan reduces the probabilityof participatingin a 401(k) plan, conditionalon eligibilityand otherfactors.74
Anotherway to test for substitutabilityis to exploit the removalof the
tax deductibilityof IRA contributionsfor some higher-incomefamilies
in the 1986tax reform.If householdsfindIRAs and 401(k)sto be substitutes, then, controllingfor other factors, (i) the overall decline in the
probabilityof givingto an IRA after 1986shouldbe higherfor 401(k)eligibles than noneligibles;(ii) there should be little difference in the decline in IRA contributionsfor 401(k)eligiblesand noneligiblesamongincome groupswhose IRA tax status did not change; and (iii) the decline
in IRA participationshouldbe largerfor 401(k) eligibles thanfor noneli72. See, for example, Feenberg and Poterba (1993), Feldstein (1976, 1993), Manchester and Poterba (1989), Scholz (1994), Skinner and Feenberg (1990), and Slemrod (1992a).
73. Eisner(1993).
74. Andrews (1992).
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gibles among income groups who lost deductibilityof IRA contributions.
Poterba,Venti, and Wise presentevidence relatedto this issue using
datafromthe Employee Benefits Supplementof the 1983and 1988Current PopulationSurveys.75Theirresults are broadlyconsistent with the
patternsnoted above. First, during1982-87, the decline in IRA participation was 10.7 percentage points for 401(k) eligibles compared with
7 percentage points for those not eligible. Second, for low-income
groups, whose IRA tax status was not affected, the decline in IRA participationrates was about the same for 401(k)eligibles and noneligibles.
Third, for families with incomes above $75,000, the IRA participation
rate dropped substantiallymore for 401(k) eligibles than for noneligibles. In this group, the IRA participationrate fell by 57 percentage
pointsfor eligiblescomparedwith 27 percentagepoints for noneligibles.
Poterba,Venti, and Wise use the same data to estimate the probability of contributingto an IRA before and after 1986as a functionof year,
income class, and 401(k) eligibility.76The point estimates suggest that
the fall in IRA contributionrates from 1982to 1987was largerfor 401(k)
eligibles than for noneligibles in all income categories above $40,000.
The directionof this effect is consistent with the presence of substitution, and the coefficient is statistically significantfor families with incomes above $75,000but not for familieswith incomes between $40,000
and $75,000.
NEW EVIDENCE
ON SUBSTITUTABILITY.
We now turn to a new
test, using the SIPP data describedabove. The intuitionbehindour test
is thatif 401(k)sandIRAs are substitutes,401(k)-eligiblefamilieswhose
IRA deductibilitywas restricted in 1986 should have funneled more
money into 401(k) plans between 1987 and 1991 than eligible families
whose deductibilitywas not removed, controllingfor other factors.
To measurethis effect, we pool the 1987and 1991samplesof 401(k)eligiblehouseholds from the SIPP and estimate a tobit model with real
401(k)balances as the dependentvariable. The independentvariables
are the Xs used above, with non-401(k)net worthaddedas an additional
term.77Also includedis a dummyvariablefor being in the 1991sample,
75. Poterba, Venti, and Wise (1992).
76. Poterba, Venti, and Wise (1994, table 6).
77. Results are very similar if the non-401(k) net worth term is omitted.
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Table 9. Tobit Estimates of 401(k) Balances a

Independentvariable
Age
Age-squared
Income
Income-squared
Age-income interaction
Non-401(k) net worth
12 years of education
13-15 years of education
16 years or more of education
Defined benefit pension coverage
Married
Male
White
Two earners
Family size
1991 sample dummy (IN91)
Tax change
Interaction term [(IN91) (tax change)]
Constant
Standard error of regression

Coefficientb

Standard
error

t-statistic

579.70
-4.39
0.16
- 240.46
177.51

249.66
2.92
0.06
232.76
108.33

2.32
- 1.50
2.69
- 1.03
1.63

0.02
970.89
1,803.67
3,300.42
- 3,048.59

0.00
1,118.78
1,179.46
1,176.64
603.58

8.49
0.86
1.52
2.80
- 5.05

1,531.91
969.04
5,873.44
- 1,612.15
- 1,325.96
4,256.59
-2,014.07
2,537.89
- 30,504.20

1,081.87
786.32
935.96
750.98
261.26
877.50
1,204.47
1,173.2
5,431.57

1.41
1.23
6.27
2.14
5.07
4.85
1.67
2.16
5.61

20,636.64

237.94

-

Source: Authors' estimates from a tobit model using data from SIPP.
a. The dependent variable is real 401(k) balances (1991 dollars). Occupational dummies are omitted from the table.
Assets and income are expressed in 1991 dollars. Variables are measured in the following units: income-squared
divided by 109, and age-income interaction divided by 105.
b. The sample pools 1987 and 1991 families that are eligible for a 401(k) plan. Sample size is 6,046. The log
likelihood is -47,511.479.

a dummyfor havingthe tax deductibilityof IRA contributionsremoved
in 1986(this is called tax change),78 and an interactiontermbetween the
two dummies.The interactiontermshows the effects on 1991401(k)balances of having tax deductibilityremoved, after controllingfor family
characteristics,generaldifferencesbetween the 1987and 1991samples,
and general differencesbetween the affected group and the rest of the
sample.
Table 9 shows the results. Balances in 401(k) accounts rise with income, age, non-401(k)net worth, and education. The coefficienton the
interactionterm is $2,538 and statistically significantat conventional
78. This variable equals one if the family is single, had real income above $35,000, and
had a pension, or if the family is married, had real income above $50,000, and had a pension. These conditions were satisfied by 46 percent of eligibles in 1987 and 39 percent in
1991.
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levels. Thus, among401(k)-eligiblefamilies, the prohibitionagainstdeductingIRA contributionsraised401(k)balances, even aftercontrolling
for other family characteristicssuch as income, pension coverage, and
non-401(k)net worth. These results imply that there is substitutionbetween 401(k)plans and IRAs.
One can gauge the importanceof substitutionin at least two ways.
First, the averagereal401(k)balanceamongparticipants(eligibles)rose
by about $4,900 ($4,300)between 1987and 1991for the groupfor whom
the tax deductibilityof IRA contributionswas removed. Hence, the removal of deductibilitycan account for half or more of the increase in
401(k)balancesin thisgroup.Second, calculationsusingaggregate401(k)
balances in the 1987and 1991SIPP and the coefficients and sample in
table 9 suggest that the removal of IRA deductibility could account
for up to 17 percent of the increase in 401(k)balances over this period.
Table 9 also provides evidence on the substitutabilitybetween definedbenefitpensionplansand401(k)balances. Havinga definedbenefit
pension reduces 401(k)balances by about $3,000 and is statisticallysignificantat conventionallevels. This impliesthatthere is substitutionbetween 401(k) plans and defined benefit pension plans. Thus, several
analyses, using a variety of differenttests, show evidence of substitutabilitybetween IRAs and 401(k)sand between pensions and 401(k)s.
New Evidence on IRAs and Household Saving
Previous research has generateda variety of results concerningthe
effects of IRAs on saving.79GlennHubbard,using cross-sectionaldata,
finds that IRA contributorshave higher ratios of net worth to income
thannoncontributors,controllingfor household characteristics.80Daniel Feenbergand JonathanSkinneruse interest and dividenddata from
the IRS-MichiganTax Panel, which is describedbelow, to infer that, in
each of several ranges of initial taxable wealth, taxpayers with IRAs
raisedtheirtaxablefinancialassets by morethanthose withoutIRAs between 1980 and 1984.81However, tabulationsfrom the tax panel also
79. In addition to the papers mentioned below, other analyses of IRAs include Andrews and Bradford (1988), Collins and Wyckoff (1988), Feldstein (1992), Galper and Byce
(1986), Gravelle (1991), Huizinga (1991), O'Neil and Thompson (1987), and Skinner
(1992).
80. Hubbard (1984).
81. Feenberg and Skinner (1989).
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show that incomes of IRA contributorsare considerably higher than
those of noncontributors,controllingfor initial taxable wealth, so that
contributorsalso consumemorethannoncontributorswith the same initial taxable wealth. In any case, it is unclearwhetherthese papersprovide evidence that IRAs increase saving or merely reflect the presence
of heterogeneityin savingbehavior.
DouglasJoines andJamesManegoldpresentregressionsfromthe tax
panel data that suggest that reductions in consumption financed less
than 1 percentof IRA contributionsfor the full sampleand 30.5 percent
of contributionsfor households with imputed taxable wealth below
$25,000.82

Venti andWise estimateformalmodels of IRAs and savingusingvarious data sets. They findthatbetween 3 and20 percentof the IRA contributionsthatwould have accompaniedincreases in the IRA contribution
limit would be financedby reductions in other saving. They conclude
thatlittle substitutionof IRAs andothersavingoccurs andthatcontributions to IRAs representsubstantialnet saving increases.83
Gale and Scholz develop a dynamicmodel of IRAs and savingbased
on utilitymaximizationin the presence of uncertainty.84
Estimatesof the
model using datafromthe 1983-86Survey of ConsumerFinances imply
that2 percentor less of the increasedIRA contributionsthatwould have
resulted from limit increases would representnet additionsto national
saving. Gale and Scholz also show that IRA holdersgenerally,and contributorswho are at the limit particularly,have substantialamountsof
taxableassets to shift into IRAs.
Tax Panel Data on IRAs and Saving

The datafor our analysis of IRAs come fromthe 1979-88IRS-Michigan Tax Panel and include almost all items on taxpayers' 1040forms as
well as manyitems from supplementalschedules.85Because we analyze
IRA contributorsover time, we follow Feenbergand Skinneras well as
Joines and Manegoldin restrictingthe sample to taxpayersthat appear
82. Joines and Manegold (1991).
83. Venti and Wise (1986, 1987, 1990, and 1991).
84. Gale and Scholz (1994).
85. The sampling procedures and data are described in Slemrod (1988,1990), Christian
and Frischmann (1989), and Joines and Manegold (1991).
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in the data in every year, which is 5,315 tax filingunits in the ten-year
panel.86

As emphasizedby Joines and Manegold,a strengthof this data set is
that it provides repeatedobservationsof taxpayers' IRA contributions
over a period of statutoryvariationin IRA eligibilityand limits. Panel
data and variationin statutorylimits allow us to examine the effects of
IRAs on the savingof the samehouseholdsover time. Previousresearch
usingcross-sectionaldatasets has inferredthe effects of IRAs fromvariations in contributionlimits across households at a given point in time.
These variations, arising solely from differences in maritalstatus and
earnings,may be correlatedwith savingbehavior,whichcomplicatesinferences aboutthe effects of IRAs.
The potentiallimitationsof the dataarethreefold.First, because data
on asset balancesare not available,we cannotcalculate savingdirectly.
Instead,followingpreviousresearchers,we inferasset balancesby capitalizingreportedtaxableinterestanddividendreceiptsusingaverageinterest rates and dividend yields for the appropriateyear.87This introduces measurementerrorand may bias estimates to the extent that the
measurementerror is correlatedwith other characteristicsincluded in
the regression analysis.88To reduce measurementerror, we average
dataover periodswhen statutoryIRA provisionsare constant. Second,
tax returnsdo not provide informationon several household characteristics, such as age and education, that may affect saving.89To mitigate
this problem, we estimate models that eliminatetime-invarianthousehold characteristics.Third, there is nonrandomattritionfrom the balanced panel.90We have not examinedthe role that attritionplays in our
analysis.
Table 10 provides informationon selected characteristicsof taxpayers from 1979to 1986. The first row shows that mean and median real
86. FeenbergandSkinner(1989)andJoinesandManegold(1991).
87. Scholz (1992, p. 281) finds that no systematicbiases are inducedwhen dividend
yields are capitalizedto inferequity holdingsin his study of dividendclientelesusingthe
1983Surveyof ConsumerFinances.
88. Capitalizingtaxable interest and dividend payments will understatewealth for
very high-incometaxpayers,as they hold a disproportionateshareof theirwealthin taxexemptbonds(Feenbergand Poterba, 1991).The directionof bias createdin the regressions is uncertain.

89. Age exemptionson the tax returnindicateonly whetherthe taxpayeror spouse is
olderthan65.
90. ChristianandFrischmann(1989).
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Table 10. Selected Characteristics of IRA Contributors and Other Taxpayers, 1979-88
1986 dollars, except as noted
Characteristic
Average
Mean
Median
Average
Mean
Median
Average
Mean
Median
Average
Mean
Median

IRA
contributors

Noncontributors

All
taxpayers

income, 1979-88a
46,230
38,487

24,164
20,635

31,682
26,132

31,016
5,789

22,729
261

25,552
1,110

2,224
107

541
0

1,114
0

5,340
854

3,430
34

4,081
125

3.2
3

0
0

1.1
0

1,680
1,418

0
0

572
0

6,294
1,368

3,221
0

4,268
0

8,690
3,725

4,569
126

5,973
1,395

1,811

3,504

5,315

taxable wealth, 1979-81b

non-IRA saving, 197981c

non-IRA saving, 1982-86c

Average years of IRA contributions, 1982-86
Mean
Median
Average IRA contriblutions, 1982-86
Mean
Median
Average nonmortgage liabilities, 1979-81d
Mean
Median
Average nonmortgage liabilities, 1982-86d
Mean
Median
Number of taxpayers

Source: Authors' calculations using data from the IRS-Michigan Tax Panel data set, and the EcotionozicReport of
tlhe Presidenit 1993, tables B-69 and B-91, for Aaa bond yield and average dividend yield, respectively.
a. Average income is adjusted gross income plus IRA contributions averaged from 1979 to 1988.
b. Average taxable wealth is the average value of capitalized interest and dividends from 1979 to 1981. Taxable
wealth is constructed by capitalizing reported dividends by the average dividend yield and interest receipts by the
Aaa bond yield.
c. Average non-IRA (gross) saving from year x to year X is defined as taxable wealth in year x' + I minus taxable
wealth in year x divided by (y + I - x).
d. Average nonmortgage liabilities are calculated by capitalizing personal interest and investment interest
deductions.

averageincome, or, followingSlemrod,time-exposureincome, is higher
for IRA contributorsthan it is for taxpayers who did not contributeto
IRAs.9' Contributorsalso had greater wealth before 1982 and, as discussed above, save more than noncontributorsin all forms. However,
contributors'debt also increasedmorerapidly,which is consistent with
91. Slemrod(1992b).
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Table 11. Comparison of Saving by Continuing and New IRA Contributors a
1986 dollars

Continuing IRA contributorb
New IRA contributorc

Average
saving,
1979-81

Average
saving,
1982-86

2,071
(1,461)
2,532

8,877
(3,649)
6,560

6,806
(2,188)
4,028

(2,185)

(2,100)

(85)
-461
(1,376)

2,317
(1,464)

Difference in difference

...

...

Never contributedd

513
(0)

Group difference

3,390
(33)

Difference
over time

- 2,778
(- 88)
2,877
(33)

Source: Authors' calculations from the IRS-Michigan Tax Panel data set.
a. Medians are shown in parentheses. Gross saving in year t is defined as the difference in taxable wealth in year
t + I and year t plus IRA conributions in year t. Continuing IRA contributors are those that contributed to IRAs
prior to 1982. New IRA contributors are those that did not contribute prior to the period of universal eligibility but
contributed at least one year between 1982 and 1986. The remaining group is those taxpayers who never contributed
to an IRA.
b. Sample size is 348.
c. Sample size is 1,515.
d. Sample size is 3,452.

some IRA contributions being financed by borrowing. Large differences
in means and medians in each row reflect a skewed wealth distribution.
Accordingly, we present both mean and median regressions below.
Did IRAs Increase Household Saving?
Our first test of the effects of IRAs on household saving relies on intuition discussed in Joines and Manegold, who note that if IRAs stimulate
saving, then those who were made newly eligible for IRAs in 1982 should
have increased their saving relative to their saving prior to IRA eligibility. Because the change in saving before and after 1981 was presumably
also affected by changes in interest rates, tax rates, and other factors,
Joines and Manegold suggest a "difference in difference" approach: if
IRAs stimulate saving, the difference in saving by new contributors before and after the 1981 tax reform should exceed the difference in saving
by those that were always eligible.
Table 11 shows that the mean and median saving of continuing contributors were $461 lower and $1,376 higher, respectively, than that of
new contributors for 1979-81. When eligibility was made universal, new
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contributors raised their mean saving by $4,028 and their median saving
by $2,100. These increases, however, were smaller than the $6,806 and
$2,188 increases for continuing contributors. Mean and median saving,
therefore, rose $2,778 and $88 less for new contributors than for continuing contributors. These results provide no support for the proposition
that universal IRA eligibility stimulated saving among new contributors.
There are some caveats, however. First, the standard errors in the
regression analog to table 11 are large.92Second, the "control group" for
the analysis-continuing contributors-was not covered by an employer-provided pension plan from 1979 to 1981. Because pension coverage may be correlated with saving behavior, the comparison of continuing and new contributors may not yield accurate estimates of the
effects of IRAs on saving. In short, heterogeneity complicates the analysis of IRAs and saving.93
The tax panel allows us to account for heterogeneity in a more flexible
way than in previous work (other than Joines and Manegold).94 Because
the data follow the same taxpayers over time, we estimate models that
eliminate the effects of time-invariant characteristics that are not observed in the data, such as education or taste for saving. In addition, the
data span three periods of statutory variation in the limits on deductible
IRA contributions, which helps us to identify the effects of the limit
changes on household saving. Before 1982, only workers not covered by
employer-provided pensions were eligible for IRAs. From 1982 to 1986,
all workers could make deductible IRA contributions. Following the
1986 tax reform, married (single) workers with incomes above $40,000
92. A regressionof savingin 1979-81and 1982-86on a constant,a dummyvariablefor
the 1982-86period,a dummyvariablefor beinga new contributor,and the interactionof
the two dummyvariablesyields the "differencein difference"estimateof the saving effects of IRAs. The standarderrorof the OLS regressionis 2,272, the standarderrorof the
medianregressionis 161.Difference-in-difference
estimatesthatincorporatea numberof
additionalhouseholdcharacteristicsyield nearlyidenticalresults on the key interaction
term.
93. Gale and Scholz (1994)and Venti and Wise (1988),amongothers, show that taxpayerswho save tend to save in all forms. For example,in table 11, new contributorsincreased mean saving by $1,151 more than noncontributors,but this comparisonreveals
little aboutthe effects of IRAs because, as shown in table 10, noncontributorshadlower
incomes, had fewer assets and liabilities,and saved less in all forms than contributors.
Thus, drawinginferencesabout IRAs by comparingthe saving of new IRA contributors
andnoncontributorswouldbe inappropriate.
94. JoinesandManegold(1991).
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($25,000)hadIRA deductibilitycurtailedif they were covered by an employer-providedpension. We aggregatethe data into three periods correspondingto these periodsof statutoryIRA variation.
Ourbaseline model is a standardfixed-effectsregression:
Sit = Oti +

f3Zit + eit,

where Sit is gross saving and oxiis the individual-specificeffect that is
taken to be constant across all periods, t, and is specific to the crosssectional unit i. Zit is a vector of time-varyinghouseholdcharacteristics
and eit is an independentlyand normallydistributedrandomerrorterm.
Gross saving in period t is definedas taxable wealth (the capitalized
sum of interest and dividend receipts) in period t + 1 minus taxable
wealth in period t plus IRA contributionsin period t. A numberof variables are included in Z. Deductible personal and investment interest
payments are capitalized to impute a measure of liabilities for households thatitemize.95We expect that higherlevels of personalandinvestment interest expense will be positively correlatedwith gross saving.
We also includedummyvariablesthat show whetherthe taxpayerused
the home mortgageinterest deduction. To the extent that homeowners
areolderthanrenters,the expected signof the variableis positive (recall
we do not observe age in the tax panel). GaryEnglehardtsuggests, however, that households may save rapidly to meet the downpayment
constraint on a house, and, upon purchase, consumption increases
sharply.96This suggests that for some taxpayersgross saving might be
negativelycorrelatedwith owninga home.
Adjusted gross income (AGI) and AGI-squaredare also included.
The level of saving should be positively correlatedwith AGI. In crosssectional work, it is difficult to independently identify the effects of
taxes and income because tax rates are determinedby income and demographiccharacteristics.The tax panel, however, spans a period of
largestatutorychanges in marginaltax rates, which helps us distinguish
tax from income effects. The marginaltax rate, which reduces the net
95. We use the Baa corporatebondratefromtableB-69in the Economic Report of the
President 1993 to calculateliabilities.In 1987,65 percentof personalinterestwas deductible;in 1988,the numberwas 40 percent.Mortgagedebt couldalso be used for investment
purposes,butbecausewe have no way of includinghousingwealthin the definitionof saving, we excludemortgageinterestfromour measureof liabilities.
96. Englehardt(1991).
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returnto saving, shouldbe negatively correlatedwith saving. Interpretation is still problematic,however, as tax rates are endogenousto saving decisions and, in some circumstances,high marginaltax rates may
increasethe incentive to save.97
We includethe numberof child exemptionsclaimedon the tax return
and dummyvariablesfor those filing a single returnor claimingan age
exemption. Conditioningon other factors, we normallyexpect families
with more child exemptions to save less, but, because we do not condition on age, the numberof childrenmay pick up life-cycle patternsof
savingand be positively correlatedwith saving. All else being equal, we
expect single taxpayersto save more than marriedtaxpayers, while elderly taxpayerspresumablysave less.
We assume the IRA contributionlimitwas $1,500for singletaxpayers
who contributedto an IRA before 1982,$3,000for a marriedcouple who
contributed,98and $0 for everyone else. From 1982to 1986, single taxpayers could contribute$2,000, couples with one earnercould contribute $2,250, and a two-workerhousehold could contributethe lesser of
actual earningsor $2,000 for each worker. The 1986tax reformlimited
deductiblecontributionsbased on the taxpayer's income, so the limits
on deductible contributionsare assumed to be unchangedfor married
(single)taxpayerswith incomes below $40,000($25,000),are phasedout
over the next $10,000interval,and are $0 for all other taxpayers. We restrict the sample to taxpayers who contributedto an IRA at least once
duringthe periodspannedby the data, because it is difficultto interpret
the limitvariablefor taxpayerswho do not contributeto IRAs.99Appendix table A2 gives sample statisticsfor these variables.
We estimate the model in first-differencedform.100The first panel of
97. Slemrod(1992a,p. 254).
98. Both spouses could makethe maximumcontribution($1,500)if each had income
above $1,500. We do not know the earningsof the lower-earningspouse before 1982and
after 1986,so we assumethatcouples are eligibleto makethe maximumcontribution.
99. Restrictingthe sampleto IRAcontributorsraisessampleselectionissues. Treating
selectionin a panelmodelis complicated,however(see Hsiao, 1986,pp. 198-202).We do
not addressthis complicationhere.
100. Differencingeliminatesthe fixed effect and makes it computationallysimplerto
estimatequantiles.We deviatefromthe strictrepresentationof the model by includinga
constanttermin the estimatedspecificationand, in the two-observationmodel(the difference of threeperiods),a dummyvariablefor the second difference.
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Table 12. Mean and Median Regression of Changes in Gross Saving on Changes in IRA
Limits, 1979-87

Regression type and
independentvariablea

Coefficient

Standard
error

t-statistic

0.04
- 1,955.56
0.63
-16.10
- 1,255.81
15,417.26
18,901.28
0.20
-742.99
- 12,194.29
832.81

0.15
7,643.39
0.08
1.97
3,854.19
11,369.36
11,486.91
1.45
332.39
7,233.53
5,308.89

0.239
-0.256
7.705
-8.190
-0.326
1.356
1.645
0.140
-2.235
- 1.686
0.157

0.01
- 629.26
0.01
- 2.26
- 271.00
778.37
1,744.25
0.31
31.39
1,842.74
1,088.05

0.01
223.50
0.03
29.40
127.24
475.56
1,127.62
0.07
31.83
209.40
286.78

1.039
- 2.815
0.289
-0.077
- 2.130
1.637
- 1.547
4.246
0.986
- 8.800
3.794

OLS estimatesb
Liabilities
Home owner
Adjusted gross income (AGI)
AGI-squaredc
Number of children
Single
Age exemption
IRA limit
Marginal tax rate
Second period dummy
Constant

Median regressionestimatesd
Liabilities
Home owner
Adjusted gross income (AGI)
AGI-squaredc
Number of children
Single
Age exemption
IRA limit
Marginal tax rate
Second period dummy
Constant

-

-

Source: Authors' regressions using data from the IRS-Michigan Tax Panel data set.
a. All variables are first differenced.
b. The estimates are from a first-differenced fixed-effects model. The sample size for the regression is 3,880, and
the regression has an R2 of 0.0189.
c. Adjusted gross income-squared is divided by 108.
d. The estimates are from a first-differenced fixed-effects model. The sample size for the regression is 3,880, and
the pseudo-R2 is 0.0178. (The pseudo-R2 is defined as the sum of the weighted deviations about the estimated median
divided by the sum of the weighted deviations about the raw median, all subtracted from one.) Standard errors are
estimated with bootstrap methods.

table 12 presents the mean (OLS) regression estimates of the fixedeffects model. The coefficient estimates generally have the expected
signs. Saving is positively related to AGI, though at a decreasingrate,
andmarginaltax ratesare negativelyrelatedto saving. None of the other
coefficientsis precisely estimated. The coefficient on the primaryvari-
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able of interest, the limit variable, is 0.20, which suggests that a $1 increase in the IRA limit increases gross saving by 20 cents. This effect,
however, is estimatedvery imprecisely.
The second panel shows median regression estimates. Most of the
signs of the coefficientsare similarto the OLS specification,thoughthe
age exemption variablebecomes negative, as we originallyexpected,
and the marginaltax variablebecomes positive, which is unexpected.
The coefficienton the limitvariableincreasesto 0.31 andis precisely estimated.101
This suggests that at the medians of the observed distributions, 31 percent of IRA contributionsrepresentincreases in gross private saving. To gauge the effect on national saving requires an
adjustmentfor the loss in tax revenue owing to the deductibilityof IRA
contributions. Accurate long-run calculations of the revenue loss of
IRAs are complicated,as they requireknowledgeof currentand future
tax rates and informationon the source and tax treatmentof the funds
used to finance the IRA. Short-runcalculations are more straightforward. The mean and medianmarginaltax ratefor IRA contributorswas
27 percent during 1979-87. This suggests that about 4 percent of IRA
contributionsrepresentedincreases in nationalsaving during1982-86.
There may be problemswith treatingthe 1986tax changes in IRA deductibilityin a symmetricfashion with the extension of universalIRA
eligibility. First, in 1986only high-incometaxpayerswith pensions had
deductibilityrestricted;all taxpayers remainedeligible to make contributions. Second, one of the advantagesof collapsing the data into periodscorrespondingto the tax treatmentof IRAs is the presumptionthat
averagingmeasures of taxable wealth reduces the measurementerror
associated with the wealth imputations.The last period in the sample,
however, is composed of only one year. For these reasons, we estimate
the model in differenceform using data from the 1979-81 and 1982-86
periods in table 13.102
101. We bootstrapthe standarderrorsfor the medianregressionbecause we are concernedaboutheteroscedasticity.
102. This specificationdiffersfrom Joines and Manegold(1991)in several respects.
We use two additionalyears of data (1985and 1986).Their specificationincludes timecharexposureincomeandaveragetaxablewealthin 1979-81.Boththese period-invariant
acteristicsdifferenceout in a fixed-effectsregression, so we include only time-varying
characteristics.Last, we estimatethe modelwith both meanandmedianregressions.
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Table 13. Mean and Median Regression of Changes in Gross Saving on Changes in IRA
Limits, 1979-86
Regression type and
independent variablea

Coefficient

Standard
error

t-statistic

OLS estimatesb
Liabilities
Home owner
Adjusted gross income (AGI)
AGI-squaredc
Number of children
Single
Age exemption
IRA limit
Marginal tax rate
Constant

0.13
- 202.02
0.15
18.70
- 2,007.96
4,467.63
-9,879.60
-0.71
-448.57
4,260.58

0.07
3,173.88
0.06
1.92
1,450.15
4,132.56
5,136.18
0.72
158.05
2,221.61

1.885
-0.064
2.709
9.743
- 1.385
1.081
- 1.924
- 0.993
- 2.838
1.918

Median regression estimatesd
Liabilities
Home owner
Adjusted gross income (AGI)
AGI-squaredc
Number of children
Single
Age exemption
IRA limit
Marginal tax rate
Constant

-0.04
-1,464.03
0.13
20.40
- 626.17
1,533.62
-2,283.86
0.09
- 186.66
1,158.70

0.02
413.10
0.05
7.86
118.28
464.88
2,258.78
0.13
64.76
344.32

- 2.109
- 3.544
2.396
2.602
- 5.294
3.299
-1.011
0.682
-2.883
3.365

Source: Authors' regressions using data from the IRS-Michigan Tax Panel data set.
a. All variables are first differenced.
b. The estimates are from a first-differenced fixed-effects model. The sample size for the regression is 1,940, and
the regression has an R2 of 0.0565.
c. Adjusted gross income-squared is divided by 107.
d. The estimates are from a first-differenced fixed-effects model. The sample size for the regression is 1,940, and
the pseudo-R2 is 0.026. (The pseudo-R2 is defined as the sum of the weighted deviations about the estimated median
divided by the sum of the weighted deviations about the raw median, all subtracted from one.) Standard errors are
estimated with bootstrap methods.

Table 13 shows that dropping the last period raises the explanatory
power of the ordinary least squares regression. The coefficient on the
changes in IRA limits is - 0.71 but is estimated imprecisely. In the median regressions, the coefficient on IRA limit changes is 0.086 and is also
imprecisely estimated.103
103. Thedependentvariablein the regressionis calculatedby capitalizinginterestand
dividendincome.Interestanddividendsarealso includedin the measureof AGI.If we use
AGI less interestand dividendincome insteadof AGI, the effects of IRAs on savingare
smallerin each of the specificationsin tables 12and 13.
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Additional Issues with IRAs and Saving

The regressionresults above suggest that only a smallportionof IRA
contributions,if any, represented increases in national saving during
1982-86.This result is consistent with the full-samplefindingsof Joines
and Manegold,using a differentextract from the same data source, and
withthose of Galeand Scholz, who use the 1983-86Surveyof Consumer
Finances and a differentempiricalapproach.104Venti and Wise, however, find that IRA contributionsare largely new saving and that increases in limits would significantlyincrease household saving.105Venti
and Wise and RichardThaler suggest that standardeconomic theory
cannot explainthe effects of IRAs on household saving and propose interpretationsof the Venti andWise resultsthatemphasizepsychological
factors and the promotion of IRAs.106 In this subsection, we discuss
three aspects of these issues.
The firstwas raisedby Feenbergand Skinner,who reportthat39 percent of all IRA contributorsin 1985were "falsely constrained,"which
they defineas a taxpayerwho contributedexactly $2,000but was eligible
to contributemore.107
This result has been used as evidence of a widespreadmisunderstandingof the contributionlimits that taxpayersface.
Venti and Wise, for example, acknowledgethat while transactioncosts
associated with openinga spousal account may explain a portionof this
behavior, "it is likely that the promotion, in which the amount $2,000
figuredprominently,played a key role."108
After examiningdatafromthe tax panel, however, it is clear that nowhere near40 percentof all IRA contributorsare "falselyconstrained."
For example, using the 1985tax panelcross-section, we findthat 19percent of all IRA contributorscontributedexactly $2,000when they could
could have contributedmore.109
In table 14, we examine patternsof "falseconstraints"duringthe pe104. Joinesand Manegold(1991)andGaleand Scholz (1994).
105. VentiandWise (1986, 1987,1990,and 1991).
106. VentiandWise (1992)andThaler(1994).
107. FeenbergandSkinner(1989).
108. VentiandWise (1992,p. 33).
109. In privatecorrespondence,JonathanSkinnerreportsthat programmingerrors
were foundin the originalcalculations.
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Table 14. Distribution of IRA Contribution Amounts, 1982-86
Number of contributors
Number of taxpayers

Contribution
$2,000 (not at limit)
Other nonlimit contribution
Limit contribution
Total

Taxpayers Taxpayers
with
with
$2,000
$2,250
limit
limit

Taxpayers
with
$2,251-$3,999
limit

Taxpayers
with
$4,000
limit

Total

...
296
964

410
250
1,210

64
79
161

401
647
1,368

875
1,272
3,703

1,260

1,870

304

2,416

5,850

Source: Authors' calculations using Michigan-IRS Tax Panel data set.

riodof universalIRA eligibility."0The unitof observationis annualIRA
contributions.That is, if a taxpayer contributedto an IRA three times
between 1982and 1986, he or she appearsas three observationsin the
table. Table 14 shows that in our sample there were 875 IRA contributions of exactly $2,000 that could have been more. This represents 15
percentof all contributorsand 19 percentof the 4,590 contributorswho
faced limits above $2,000. To place bounds on the possible importance
of false constraints,we madetwo additionalcalculations.
First, we found that 156of the 875 contributionswere precededby a
contributionlargerthan $2,000 by the same taxpayer. These taxpayers
obviously were aware that largercontributionswere allowed. Thus, at
the very most, 12.3 percent (719/5,850) of all contributors and 15.7 per-

cent (719/4,590)of marriedtaxpayers (all of whom have limits above
$2,000)were falsely constrained.
Second, a plausibleassumptionis that marriedtaxpayers who were
eligible for less than a $4,000 limit and contributed$2,000 did so purposefully.111Transaction costs presumably play a large role in explainingwhy couples do not open a spousal IRA of less than $2,000.
110. Taxpayersthat are (i) single, (ii) marriedbut filing separately, (iii) unmarried
headsof household,or (iv) survivingspouses are given a $2,000contributionlimit. Taxpayersfilingjoint returnswherethe second-earnercreditexceeded $100in 1982or $200in
1983-86aregivena contributionlimitof $4,000.(Thetwo-earnerdeductionincreasedfrom
5 percentin 1982to 10 percentin 1983-86.)All otherjoint filers are given a limit of the
largerof either$2,250or $2,000plus the earningsof the lower-earningspouse.
111. Of these taxpayers,86 percent(410/474)were eligiblefor an additionalcontribution of only $250.
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There are costs to openingand keeping separateaccounts, closing such
accounts, and understandingthe rules governingspousal IRA contributions.112 If we assumethatthe only taxpayerswho arefalsely constrained
are those that (i) contribute$2,000, (ii) have a $4,000 limit, and (iii) did
not contributemorethan$2,000to an IRA in any previousyear, then 5.7
percentof all IRA contributorsand 7.2 percent of marriedcontributors
were falsely constrained. These findingscast significantdoubt on the
quantitativeimportanceof "falseconstraints"in IRA decisionmaking.
The second claim is that a bunchingof IRA contributionsoccurs immediatelyprecedingApril 15, the last day on which deductibleIRA contributionscan be madefor the previoustax year.1"3 But the forgonebenefits of waitinguntilthe end of the tax year are small, and, because IRA
balances are illiquid, it may be perfectly reasonablefor households to
postpone locking up funds until they have enough informationto make
an appropriatedecision.
The third issue focuses on investor behavior following the Tax Reform Act of 1986. James Long suggests that IRA contributionsfell by
more thanwould have been predictedgiven the changes in deductibility
rules.1"4Venti and Wise write, "This 'overreaction'is at least in partattributableto widespreadmisunderstandingof the legislation (often reportedat the time to have eliminatedIRAs) andto the markeddecline in
the promotionof IRAs." 5 If misinformationcaused the overreaction
following the 1986 tax reform, it is surprisingthat IRA contributions
have not rebounded.Brokeragefirmsandother marketersof IRAs have
every incentiveto reducetaxpayerconfusion, yet contributionsto IRAs
havefallen in each year followingthe act (see table 1).
There are several other possibilities for the decline in IRA contributions that have received less attentionin the literature.First, lower marginaltax ratesafter 1986reducedthe benefitsof tax-freeinterestaccrual.
Second, restricted deductibilityand the compression of marginaltax
rates reduced the tax benefits further. Both effects should reduce the
112. Burman, Cordes, and Ozanne (1990) provide an excellent discussion of the false
constraints issue. They note the fact that couples are composed of two decisionmakers
whose objectives are interrelated but not necessarily identical, which may lead to married
couples purposefully choosing to contribute exactly $2,000.
113. Summers (1986).
114. Long (1990).
115. Venti and Wise (1992, p. 34).
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numberof contributors.Third,the increasedavailabilityof 401(k)plans
and other tax-preferredsaving options may have lessened the desire to
contribute to IRAs."16 Fourth, to the extent that IRAs are funded
throughtransfersof existing assets or new saving that would have occurredanyway, contributionsmay have declinedeven in the absence of
the 1986tax reform. We leave the difficultproject of disentanglingthe
role of these and other explanationsto futureresearch.Finally, we note
that none of the suggested psychological factors-false constraints,
bunchingof contributions,or reaction to the 1986tax reform-has any
specific implicationsfor whetherIRAs raise saving.

Saving Incentives in a Stochastic Life-Cycle Simulation Model
In this section, we examine saving incentives in the context of a stochastic life-cycle simulation model. The simulation model presented
here utilizes estimatesof behavioralandeconomic characteristicsto develop quantitativeand testable predictionsfor saving behavior and its
response to governmentpolicies. These predictionscan then be comparedwith data to check the model. The model can also help determine
whethercertaininterpretationsof the data are appropriate.The simulations demonstratethat many observed empirical patterns concerning
IRAs, 401(k) plans, and saving can be generated by a well-specified
model of utility maximization.
Simulationanalysisis particularlyhelpfulfor analyzingpolicies when
dataare limited.For example, 401(k)sandIRAs have been implemented
for only relatively short periods of time. Simulationscan distinguish
short-termand long-termeffects of saving incentives, while empirical
analysis is currentlylimitedby datacapturingonly short-termeffects.
Model Description

Conventionallife-cycle models assume certaintyregardingfutureincome and other factors, so saving is primarilyfor retirement.Some re116. Contributions to variable annuities appear to have grown rapidly since 1986, but
reliable data are difficult to find.
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cent researchhas stressed "bufferstock" saving where people save to
offset uncertainshocks to income."17The model in this paper incorporatesboth motivesfor savingby extendingthe standardlife-cycle framework to include stochastic earningsand uncertainlifespan. Individuals
save for retirementandas a precautionagainstdownturnsin futureearnings and the possibility of outliving one's assets once retired."18The
model consists of five parts:(i) consumers'preferences, (ii) consumers'
budgetconstraints,(iii) the stochastic economic environment,(iv) governmentfinance, and (v) the overlappinggenerationsframework."
19
People enter the model at age 21 and face an age-varyingprobability
of dying. The maximumlifespanis 90 years. In each period, individuals
maximizeexpected lifetimeutilityby makingconsumptionandportfolio
choices. 120
Therearetwo portfoliooptions:a tax-preferredsavingincentive asset or a conventional, fully taxed asset. The following assumptions make the model more tractablewhile still capturingimportantelements of household saving decisions. Labor supply and retirement
decisions are assumedto be exogenous. Utility is assumedto be separable over time, and, withina time period, separableamongconsumption,
leisure, and an exogenously provided government good. The utility
function for consumption is assumed to exhibit constant relative risk
aversion (constant intertemporalelasticity of substitution),which implies that uncertainfutureincome leads to precautionarysaving. Using
household data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) and
the ConsumerExpenditureSurvey, Engen estimates an intertemporal
elasticityof substitutionof 0.33 anda time preferencerateof 0.04, which
are used here to specify household-levelpreferenceparameters.121
Consumptionand portfolio choices are subject to a lifetime budget
117. See Carroll(1992)andDeaton(1991).
118. Hubbard,Skinner,and Zeldes (1993a,1988b)also develop a modelwith precautionarysaving againstuncertainlifespanand uncertainincome and includes retirement
saving.Theirmodeladdsuncertainhealthexpendituresanda government-provided
minimumconsumptionlevel.
119. The basic structureof the modelis describedin Engen(1993b,1993c)and Engen
andGale (1993).A technicalappendixthatdescribesthis modelin detailis availablefrom
the authorsuponrequest.
120. Thereis no intentionalbequestmotive in the model. All bequestsare accidental
and arise fromassets held at the unexpectedtime of death. In each period,bequests are
distributedequallyto each memberof the generationthatis 45 yearsold.
121. Engen(1993a).
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constraint, net asset constraints,'22uncertainfuture earnings, and uncertainlifespan.123 Consumptioncan be financedby after-taxlaborearnings before retirement;by partiallyindexed, earnings-basedannuityincome from social securityand privatepensions afterretirement;and by
assets in saving incentive accounts or conventionalforms. Both of the
lattertypes of assets earn the same nonstochasticpretaxrate of return.
The returnon conventionalassets is fully taxed. Contributionsto saving
incentive accounts are tax deductibleand constrainedby annuallimits.
Contributionsandinvestmentearningsare not taxed untilwithdrawn.A
penalty is imposed on funds withdrawn before the account holder
reaches age 60.124
Householdearningsare modeledas the sumof a certainandan uncertain component. The certain component is a mean age-earningspath
based on estimates by Engen of a log earningsregression using panel
dataon earningsand other characteristicsfor employedheads of household between the ages of 21 and65 fromthe PSID. Estimateswere made
separatelyfor three groupswith differentlevels of educationalachievement. Age-earningsprofilesfor college graduatesrise more steeply and
peak later thanfor other groups.The stochastic process for earningsinnovationsis modeledas an AR(1)process usingdatafromthe IRS-MichiganTax Panel.125
The government runs a balanced budget in the initial steady-state
equilibrium.All revenues go towardpurchasinga government-provided
good thatis allocatedequallyto all individualsandis constantover time.
There is a progressiveincome tax structure,similarto the U.S. system
in 1989, with tax bracketsof 15, 28, and 33 percent. Individualsare allowed a personalexemption and the standarddeduction, as well as de122. In the model, saving incentive accounts and conventional asset balances are constrained to be nonnegative. This is a tighter constraint than requiring net worth to be nonnegative, but Engen and Gale (1993) show that these constraints are realistic for IRAs. The
constraints rule out uncollateralized loans and financing saving incentive accounts with a
negative position in conventional assets, but they do not restrict collateralizing debt, reshuffling of existing assets into a saving incentive account, or borrowing against existing
assets and placing the funds in a saving incentive account.
123. There is assumed to be no private market for purchasing insurance against risky
income or private annuities (except pensions) to insure against uncertain lifespans.
124. Some features of actual saving incentive plans, such as the loan provisions of
some 401(k) plans, are not modeled here.
125. Engen (1993b).
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ductionsfor IRA or 401(k) contributions.Thereis a 20 percentestate tax
on accidentalbequests in the model.
Because the modeldoes not have a closed-formsolution, andthe analyticalsolutionwouldbe intractable,we use a numericalmethodto solve
individuals' consumption-savingproblem. Earnings innovations for
each individualover the life cycle are simulatedwith a randomnumber
generator.Individualseach receive differentearningsshocks and thus
end up with differentrealized earnings,consumption,and saving. Calculatingmeans or mediansfor each age gives representativeprofilesfor
consumption,saving, wealth, and earnings.The model sets 25 percent
of the populationin each age cohort as high school dropouts,50 percent
as highschool graduates,and 25 percentas college graduates,which approximates the observed distributionof educational attainment. Cohorts of differentages are incorporatedinto an overlappinggenerations
frameworkthat accounts for mortalityand annualpopulationgrowthof
1 percentin orderto calculateaggregatesavingand assets. The model is
not generalequilibriumbecause gross wages andgross returnsto capital
are held constantwhen the capitalstock changes in response to government policy.
Comparing the Model's Implications with Empirical Patterns

To help assess the usefulness of the model, we consider the extent to
which the model can matchempiricalpatternsof consumption,saving,
and wealth.126 At the aggregatelevel, the model allocates approximately
75 percentof gross income to laborand 25 percent to capital. Aggregate
tax revenue (and governmentspending)is approximatelyone-thirdof
output. The aggregatesaving rate is almost 6 percent. Asset-income ratios are approximately3.6. These figures are broadly consistent with
U.S. historicalexperience.
At the individuallevel, the model generateshump-shapedconsumption-ageprofiles.Consumptiontracksincome moreclosely in this model
than in certaintymodels, and simulatedconsumptionis more sensitive
to income shocks in this model than in a certainty equivalence model.
All of these are well-documentedfeaturesof actualconsumptiondata.
126. Engen (1993b) and Engen and Gale (1993) document the comparisons mentioned
below. Engen (1993b) also shows that the comparisons analyzed in that paper are not sensitive to reasonable changes in parameter values.
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The model generates life-cycle wealth profiles that are consistent
with estimated profiles from microdata for much of the population.
However, the model does not reflect the fact that some households
never accumulatesignificantamountsof assets. 127 For individualsaged
25-65, the modelgeneratesmeanholdingsof about$119,000andmedian
asset holdingsof $77,000.In the 1986SCF, meanassets are $111,000and
medianassets are $41,000,for the 25-65 age group. Saving rates generally increasewith age before leveling off before retirement.
An importantparameterfor interpretingthe effects of taxes on saving
is the after-taxinterest rate elasticity of saving.128 The implied(uncompensated)savingelasticity in the modelis between 0.15 and0.35, consistent with empiricalestimates, whichgenerallyfall between zero and0.4.
In a previous study of IRAs using a related model, Engen and Gale
reportthe followingcomparisonsbetween simulatedand empiricalpatternsfor IRA saving.129First, like the data, the model shows IRA participation rising with age and income. Second, the model overstates the
overall probabilityof holding an IRA, relative to 1986 SCF data, by
about 10percentagepoints. But IRAs are the only retirementtax shelter
in the model, andthe proportionof householdsthathold an IRA, Keogh,
or 401(k)in 1986SCF datais virtuallythe same as the proportionholding
an IRA in the model. Third, the percentage of IRA contributorswho
contributeat the limitin the model is very similarto thatobserved in the
data. Fourth, the probabilityof a taxpayermakingan IRA contribution
in one year conditionalon havingcontributedin the previous year is approximatelythe same as that calculatedfrom the data.

Long-Run Effects of Saving Incentives

We now turnto calculatingthe long-termeffects of saving incentives
on privateand nationalsaving. IRAs are modeledas havingtax-deductible contributions,a limit of either $2,000 or $4,000, and an early withdrawalpenaltyof 10percent. 401(k)plans are modeled as havinga limit
of $9,000. The withdrawalpenalty is set either at 10 percentor 100per127. See Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1993a, 1993b).
128. Engen (1993c).
129. Engen and Gale (1993).
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cent.'30 Employersare assumedto matchemployee contributionsat the
rate of 50 percent up to the first 5 percent of salary and to provide no
unconditionalcontributions.Two alternativeassumptionsabout wage
offsets resultingfrom employer matchingcontributionsare employed.
In the first scenario, wages are offset on an individual basis; each
worker's wages are reduced by the amountof the employer match for
that employee. This essentially removes any income or substitutioneffects of the employer match. In the second and probablymore realistic
scenario,wages are offset on an averagebasis; each worker'swages are
offset by the averageemployermatch. Thus, a workermakingthe average 401(k)contributionends up with no inframarginal(or income)effect
fromthe matchingcontribution,yet a marginalsubstitutioneffect is still
operative. Workersmakingabove-average401(k)contributionswill not
have their individualwages fully offset and, in fact, are subsidized by
workersmakingbelow-averagecontributions,whose wages arereduced
by more thanthe employermatchthat they receive.
In the resultsreportedbelow, the governmentis not requiredto runa
balancedbudgetafter the implementationof a saving incentive plan. In
other words, spending on the government-providedgood is held constant so that the revenue shortfallfromthe tax deductibilityof contributions to savingincentivescreates a budgetdeficit. However, we also discuss the effects of simultaneouslyintroducinga saving incentive and
eitherreducinggovernmentspendingor raisingother tax revenues so as
to keep the budgetin balance.
Table 15 reports the long-runeffects of these saving incentive plans
on variousmeasuresof savingand wealth. The long runis definedas the
lengthof time necessary for everyone in the model to have had access to
saving incentives for their entire life. It takes 70 years in this model to
reachthe long-runequilibrium.The firsttwo rows show that IRAs have
a relatively small effect on long-runsaving and wealth. The level of nationalsavingincreasesby about3 to 5 percent. Withan initialsavingrate
of 5.9 percent, changes of this magnitudelead to a new saving rate (not
shown in table 15)of about6.2 percent, at most. This is also reflectedin
the asset-to-incomeratio, which is 3.6 in the steady state withoutsaving
130. As described above, early withdrawals from 401(k)s are subject to a 10 percent
penalty if allowed, but are only allowed in certain situations, so the effective penalty is
between 10 and 100 percent.
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Table 15. Long-Run Effects of Saving Incentives
Percent, except as noted
Conitriblutions
that are
Increase in
net saving
national saving

Assetincome
(ratio)a

Participation
rateb

3.69
3.76

56.6
56.6

22.0
30.0

3.3
5.4

Wage offset per individual
10 percent penalty
on early withdrawal
100 percent penalty on
early withdrawal

4.11

56.6

50.1

15.0

3.80

45.1

86.3

7.9

Wage offset on average
10 percent penalty on
early withdrawal
100 percent penalty on
early withdrawal

4.19

63.4

51.0

17.2

3.89

52.2

87.4

9.1

Saving incentive
IRAc

$2,000 annual limit
$4,000 annual limit
401(k)d

Source: Authors' simulations as described in the text.
a. Initial (before saving incentives) asset-to-income ratio is 3.61, and saving rate is 0.059.
b. Participation of population aged 21-65.
c. Penalty for early withdrawal is 10 percent of the interest and principal.
d. Annual contribution limit is $9,000.

incentives and 3.7 or 3.8 in the steady state with IRAs, dependingon
whether the contributionlimit is $2,000 or $4,000, respectively. In the
long-run equilibrium,over half of households headed by individuals
aged21-65 choose to holdIRAs, andbetween 22 and 30 percentof funds
contributedin the 70th year following the introductionof IRAs and in
futureyears representnew nationalsaving.
The bottomtwo panels show that401(k) plans, as modeledhere, have
strongerpositive effects thanIRAs on long-runnationalsaving. This occurs for two reasons. First, the higher contributionlimit means that
more savers face increasedrates of returnon saving at the margin.Second, when employer matching contributions are assumed to reduce
wages on an averagebasis, the income effect of the employermatching
contributionsis removed but the substitutioneffect remains, providing
a positive stimulusto saving.
With401(k)s,the two lower panels show that long-termnationalsaving rises by between 8 and 17 percent, so the saving rate increases from
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5.9 percentto a rangeof 6.4 to 6.9 percent (not shown in table 15). The
asset-to-incomeratiorises from 3.6 to between 3.8 and 4.2. Whenearly
withdrawalsfroma 401(k) accountare prohibited,effectively raisingthe
penaltyto 100percent, the proportionof 401(k)contributionsthatrepresent new saving increases substantially.Nevertheless, far fewer contributionsare made,'3'so the effect on nationalsaving with no early withdrawalsis about half as big as the effect with a 10 percent penalty on
early withdrawals.
When employers reduce wages on an average basis, the effects of
401(k) plans are slightly largerthan when employers reduce wages on
an individualbasis. The formerremoves only the income effect of the
employermatch,while the latterremoves both the income effect andthe
substitutioneffect. Since the substitutioneffect raises saving, removing
it via the individualwage offset reduces the effects of 401(k)son saving.
In the long run, both IRAs and 401(k) plans can stimulate national
saving.These resultsare robustto reasonablechanges in modelparameters.132However, the increase in the saving rate is small relative to recent declines in nationalsaving.
Table 15 shows the results of saving incentives 70 years after they
have been implemented. However, as Alan Auerbach and Laurence
Kotlikoff, Kenneth Judd, and others have shown, the transitionaleffects of changes in the taxationof all capitalincome can be in a different
direction than the long-termeffects.'33Engen and Gale note that this
phenomenonis even more likely to occur for targetedsaving incentives
because of the possibility of asset substitutionto finance saving incentive contributions.'34
Short-Run and Transitional Effects of Saving Incentives

To model the short-runand transitionaleffects of saving incentives,
we assumethatthe implementationof such plans is completelyunantici131. In the new long-run equilibrium, 401(k) plans with 10 percent penalties would account for about 30-35 percent of saving, while 401(k) plans with 100 percent penalties
would account for only about 10 percent of saving. By comparison, IRAs would be about
15 to 18 percent of saving.
132. For further sensitivity analysis of the long-run effects of IRAs and other tax policies, see Engen and Gale (1993) and Engen (1993c).
133. Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1987) and Judd (1985).
134. Engen and Gale (1993).
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Figure 4. Aggregate Asset-to-Income Ratio with an IRA Program Introduced at Time
Zero
Asset-to-income ratio
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Source: Authors' simulations as described in the text. The annual contribution limit is $4,000 and the penalty for
early withdrawal assessed on both earnings and principal is 10 percent.

pated but permanent.The transitionsshow the effects of saving incentives aftereach year of their implementation.
Figure4 shows the transitionaleffects for IRAs with a $4,000 contributionlimit. The figureplots the ratios of nationaland privatewealth to
income, with the differencebetween thembeing the ratioof government
debt to income (when privatewealth exceeds nationalwealth). Following the implementationof the IRA program,private saving falls to a
smalldegree. The privateasset-to-incomeratiofalls slowly but steadily
from 3.6 in year 0 to 3.5 in years 14 to 18. It does not returnto its preIRA value untilyear 36. In the shortrun, of course, nationalsavingfalls
by morethanprivatesaving, because of the deductibilityof IRA contributions. The governmentasset-to-incomeratio starts at zero in year 0,
falls for the next 20 years, and then rises steadily until almost returning
to zero by year 70. Hence, the nationalasset-to-incomeratio falls from
the startand does not regainits initialvalue of 3.6 until year 49.
The intuitionbehind these numbersis straightforward.Government
revenuefalls as the initialshiftingof assets to saving incentive accounts
reduces the tax base; this occurs because contributionsreduce taxable
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income and because asset income generated in saving incentive accounts is no longer taxed. Initiallythere are many more tax-deductible
contributionsthantaxablewithdrawals.Over time, those who reach retirementage begin to withdrawfunds, which raises governmentrevenues in later years.
The intuitionbehind the initialdrop and subsequentrecovery in private saving is perhaps more interesting. Before IRAs are established,
householdshold all of their assets in taxable forms. The opportunityto
shift some of those funds into tax-deferredaccounts is valuable, even
if it means tying up the funds in an illiquidaccount. Hence, substantial
amountsof funds are shifted in the years immediatelyfollowing the introductionof a saving incentive. Over time, however, as households
shift some of theirportfolios, they may runout of funds to shift'35or become less likely to give up additionalliquidityin exchangefor tax preferences. Hence, the extent of shiftingfalls, and more of the contributions
represent new saving. Recall that the model generates a positive, but
small, interest elasticity of saving. This is a persistent impetus in favor
of IRAs raisingprivatesaving, but its effect is swampedin the firstdecades of the programby the shiftingof alreadyexisting assets into taxpreferredaccounts. Over time, the backlogof initialassets to be shifted
falls, morehouseholdsfindthat savingincentives affect the marginaldecision to save, and the results of the small but positive saving elasticity
can be seen more clearly.136
Figure 5 shows the transitionaleffects when 401(k)s are instituted,
with the assumptionthat employermatchingcontributionsoffset wages
on an individualbasis. The resultsare qualitativelythe same as those for
IRAs.'37The higherlimitcauses a largershort-rundrop in personalsaving because more asset shiftingoccurs earlier. Even so, the transition
takes a long time. It takes 22 years for the privateasset-to-incomeratio
to return to its original level and 35 years for the national assetto-incomeratioto returnto its originallevel.
In the transitionalresultspresentedin figures4 and5, the government
is allowed to run a deficit when revenues fall as a consequence of insti135. This scenario has been put forth by Feldstein and Feenberg (1983).
136. Results with a limit of $2,000 are qualitatively similar, except that, since the limit
is lower, the initial asset-shifting phase takes longer, and the positive effects on national
saving are ultimately smaller (table 15).
137. Results using the individual offsets and a 100 percent penalty, and using the average offsets and either the 10 percent or 100 percent penalty, are qualitatively similar.
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Figure 5. Aggregate Asset-to-Income Ratio with a 401(k) Program Introduced at Time
Zero
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Source: Authors' simulations as described in the text. The annual contribution limit is $9,000, and the penalty for
early withdrawal assessed on both earnings and principal is 10 percent. Wages are offset for employer contributions
on an individual basis.

tuting a saving incentive program.These results can provide information on the transitionaleffects on saving of the governmentrunninga
balancedbudget instead. If budget balance were achieved by reducing
spendingon the government-providedgood, there would be no effect on
privateconsumptionand saving decisions since the governmentgood is
assumed to be separablein individualutility functions. Therefore, private asset accumulationwould not change, but the governmentdeficit
would disappear.As a consequence, nationalsavingwould simplytrack
the time pathfor privatesavingin figures4 and 5. Both nationaland private savingwould fall in the early years of the saving incentiveprogram
and would increaseonly in the long run.
Alternatively,if budget balance were achieved by raisingall income
tax rates, the deficitwouldagaindisappear.However, raisingall income
taxes would have the likely effect of reducingthe level of private saving.138
Thus, the level of privateasset accumulationshown in the figures
138. Note the positive elasticity of saving with respect to the after-tax return embedded in the model. Also, see Engen (1993c).
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providesan upperboundfor the level of nationalandprivatesavingthat
would occur.
Allowingfor generalequilibriumeffects would dampenboth the initial decline and the subsequentincrease in the asset-to-incomeratio. As
the capital stock fell in the initialphase of the transition,interest rates
would startto rise, which would offset some of the decline in saving. As
the positive effects of saving incentive programsbecame evident in the
longer term, interest rates would start to fall as the capital stock rises,
which would diminishthe long-runincrease in saving. Thus, the partial
equilibriumresults tend to overstate both the short-termlosses and the
long-rungains from saving incentive programs. However, the partial
equilibriumchangesin the capitalstock are small,especially in the initial
phase of the transition,so that the differencesbetween generalequilibriumand partialequilibriumresults would be meager.
Additional Points

The results in figures4 and 5 are consistent with the empiricalresults
presentedearlier.Availabledata on saving incentives are limitedto the
initialphase of the transition.Universal eligibilityfor IRAs was established in 1982, the same year that the numberof 401(k)plans began to
grow rapidly. Hence, the data sources used above represent saving informationfromonly the firstnine years of these programs.At that stage
of the transitionsin the simulations,the effects of saving incentives on
private saving are essentially zero and the effects on nationalsaving are
negative.
One concern with using this model to study saving behavioris that it
is clear that not all economic agents optimize along the lines presented
above. This shouldcome as no surprise.All economic models are necessarilyfalse in that they involve extractingthe most importantelements
of a situationand omittingothers. Nonetheless, the model reproduces
accurately many aspects of real world economic behavior. Moreover,
economic models are used to ensure that statementsare internallyconsistent. In the case of saving incentives, intuitionsuggests that when a
saving incentive programis first introduced, people will shift taxable
assets into tax-preferredassets.'39 After a time, this effect will diminish
and a greaterpercentageof the contributionswill representnet saving.
139. Feldstein and Feenberg (1983).
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The extent of this shiftingand the time it takes depend criticallyon the
parametersof households' preferencesand opportunities(for example,
time preference rates, earnings uncertainty, mortality risk, and tax
rates). The modelallows us to quantifythese effects in a way thatis consistent with what is known about these parameters.
It is clear that the model does not accuratelycapturethe saving behavior of all households, and most notably misspecifies importantaspects of how low-income, low-wealth households make saving decisions. For some issues, this would be a criticalflaw.'40For the analysis
of voluntarysaving incentives, it is probablynot. Participantsin saving
incentives typically have many times the financialwealth of nonparticipants (as shown in table 3), and low-wealthhouseholds that do participate contributeless than other participants.As documentedabove, the
model is able to capture many features of IRA contributionbehavior.
Moreover, the model implies that the contributions of low-income
households are predominantlynew saving.141Thus, to the extent that
the model overstates contributionsby this group, it overstates the positive effects of savingincentives on saving.

Conclusion
Overthe past 20 years, the United States has experimentedwith a variety of tax-deferredsaving incentive plans. Althoughthe plans are intended to raise the saving rate, they are designed so that a contributor
does not need to have positive savingto exploit the tax advantages.Because they are capped by annuallimits, the subsidies do not provide incentives to save at the marginfor some households. Moreover, the tax
deductibilityof contributionsreduces short-runpublic saving.
The aggregatedatashow no correlationbetween contributionsto saving incentive plans and a variety of measuresof personal saving. Using
survey data, we generatea test of the effects of saving incentives by using two groupsthatcan each be describedas "savers"andby exploiting
the simultaneousexpansionof 401(k)opportunitiesand the contraction
140. For example, Hubbard, Skinner, and Zeldes (1993a, 1993b) show that the behavior of low-income people can be modeled much more accurately if one imposes a government-provided, means-tested consumption floor.
141. Engen and Gale (1993).
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of IRA incentives that occurredafter 1986. If 401(k)contributionsare,
at least in part, new saving, and our comparisongroupis a good one, the
wealth of 401(k)participantsshould have risen relative to that of IRA
participantsnot eligiblefor 401(k) plans from 1987to 1991.A variety of
specifications showed no economically or statistically significant increase in wealth for 401(k)participantsrelative to IRA participantsnot
eligible for 401(k) plans. Further, the results show that non-401(k)
wealth fell for 401(k)participantsrelative to the wealth of IRA participants not eligible for 401(k)s. We also show that these two groups are
similar in importantrespects. Finally, we show that the results hold
when other groupsare comparedand when differentasset measuresare
used as well. Thus, the regressionresults are consistent with the view
that401(k)planshave not raisedprivatesaving. Clearly,if they have not
raisedprivatesaving, 401(k) plans have not raised nationalsaving.
Tests using the tax panel revealed little evidence that IRAs substantially raisedprivatesaving. After accountingfor the decline in tax revenues, the estimatesimplylittle, if any, positive effect on nationalsaving.
We also presentednew evidence that false constraintsare substantially
less importantthan previous evidence suggests and that there appears
to be substitutionbetween IRAs and401(k)plans andbetween pensions
and 401(k)plans.
These findingsare consistent with an analysis of saving incentives in
a stochastic, life-cycle simulation model. Model results indicate that
savingincentiveplansreduceprivateandnationalsavingin the shortrun
(0-20 years)because of substantialshiftingof assets or savingthatwould
have occurredanyway from taxable into tax-preferredaccounts. Over
much longer periods, the simulationmodel indicates that saving incentives are capableof raisingnationalsaving and wealth.

APPENDIX

A

Sample Statistics for Saving Regressions
presents more detailedsummarystatisticsfor several of
the regressions discussed in the main text. Table Al provides backgrounddata for table 5 in the main text. Table A2 does the same for tables 12and 13in the maintext.
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Table Al. Sample Statistics for the Regression in Table 5a
Variable

Meai

Net financial assetsb
Age (years)
Age-squared
Incomeb
Income-squaredb
Age-income interactionb

Standard
deviation Median

35,710
44
0.203
53,672
0.378
0.239

96,950
10.6
0.095
30,032
0.482
0.156

14,454
43
0.185
47,637
0.227
0.202

12 years of education
13-15 years of education
16 years or more of education
Defined benefit pension

0.314
0.217
0.384
0.540

0.464
0.412
0.486
0.498

..

Married
Male
White
Two earners
Family size

0.707
0.759
0.923
0.436
2.75

0.455
0.427
0.267
0.495
1.37

...
...

Family member with 401(k) (PART)
1991 sample dummy (IN91)
Interaction variable [(IN91)(PART)]

0.553
0.514
0.343

0.497
0.499
0.475

. ..
. . .
. . .

Minlimulm Maximuim
- 1,855,480
25
0.063
- 4,695
0
-0.027

2,356,381
64
0.410
294,510
8.674
1.708

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1
11

0

1
1
1

.

. . .
. . .
. ..

...

. . .
3

0
0

Source: Authors'calculationsusingdatafromthe SIPP.
a. The samplepools 1987and 1991familiesthateither(i) have a 401(k)planor (ii) havean IRAbutare not eligible
for a 401(k)plan.The samplesize is 7,341.
b. 1991dollars.

Table A2. Sample Statistics for the Regressions in Tables 12 and 13a
Table and variable

Meai

Standard
deviation

Median

Minimumni Maximumni

Table12b
Savingc
Liabilitiesc
Average gross income (AGI)c
AGI-squaredc

Number of children
Single
Age exemption
IRA limitc
Marginal tax rate
Table 13b
Savingc
Liabilitiesc
Average gross income (AGI)c
AGI-squaredc

Number of children
Single
Age exemption
IRA limitc
Marginal tax rate

576
2,447
4,700

144,934
15,626
78,576

450
0
1,763

-2,042,087
- 159,662
-485,835

6,392,784
249,346
4,446,515

6

1,980d

0.61ld

31.8d

-0.132
-0.019
0.053
713
-3.82

0.622
0.217
0.206
2,552
7.67

0
0
0
1,470
-3.53

-3.8
-1
-1
-4,248
-45.2

4,528
2,372
1,181

40,447
12,773
22,505

1,844
227
812

- 548,577
- 113,210
-431,783

735,448
212,146
258,629

6

18.6d

0.0508d

-0.129
- 0.039
0.053
2,667
- 2.62

0.0496d

0.650
0.237
0.184
1,298
7.49

0.00473d

0.00397d

0
0
0
2,389
- 2.40

Source: Authors' calculations using data from the IRS-Michigan Tax Panel data set.
a. Table entries refer to the first-differenced values of the variables.
b. Sample size for table 12 is 3,880; sample size for table 13 is 1,940.
c. 1986 dollars.
d. Divided by 1010.

-3
-1
-0.333
-1,865
- 41.8

4
1
1
4,248
30.8

4
1
1
4,248
30.8

Comments
and Discussion
B. Douglas Bernheim: The paper by Eric Engen, William Gale, and
Karl Scholz launches a frontalassault on the notion that tax incentives
stimulatesignificantnew saving. The authorsdeserve creditfor devising
some novel and clever analyticalinnovationsthat shed new light on an
old question. I congratulatethem on a thoroughand careful analysis of
the availabledata.
I confess to having my own reservations about previous studies of
saving incentives, including(but not limitedto) those that purportedto
establishthe existence of largebeneficialeffects. I have always regarded
the existing evidence, such as that by JamesPoterba,Steven Venti, and
David Wise, as interestingand suggestive but not conclusive, and cer' Unfortunately,readingthis paper,
tainly open to other interpretations.
I feel much the same way, despite the authors'laudableefforts. As far
as I am concerned, the jury on saving incentives is still out. This is not,
however, because I am entirelyagnosticaboutour abilityto answerthis
questionthroughempiricalanalysis. Rather,I questionwhetherthe type
of data that have been analyzed to date can ever provide a reliable answer to the centralpolicy question.
The paperby Engen, Gale, and Scholz is dividedinto three sections.
The first section is an analysis of 401(k)s based on the SIPP data. The
second section examinesthe effect of IRAs using the IRS-MichiganTax
Panel.The thirdsection investigatesthe effects of tax incentives in a lifecycle simulationmodel. I will discuss each in turn.
Evidence from the SIPP on 401(k)s

Using datafrom the SIPP, the authorsattemptto determinewhether
participationin a 401(k) affects total saving. They are correct in noting
1. Poterba, Venti, and Wise (1992, 1994).
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that one cannot inferthe effect of 401(k)sby comparingthe behaviorof
participantsand nonparticipants,since those with strong preferences
for savingwill choose both to participateandto save more. This point is
widely acknowledgedin the literatureon saving incentives. The central
questions with respect to sample selection are whether it is possible to
controlfor sample selection in a way that yields convincingresults and
whetherEngen, Gale, and Scholz accomplishthis objective.
Like Poterba, Venti, and Wise, the authorsexamine data on assets
obtainedfroma series of cross-sectionaldata sets. The surveys in question were conducted in 1984, 1987, and 1991 (unfortunately,data on
401(k)s are not availablefor 1984).By comparingcross-sectional asset
patternsacross years, they hope to identifythe effect of 401(k)s.In particular, since 401(k)s were "newer"in 1987than in 1991, they presumably could not have had as much of an effect on the level of the crosssectional asset profile.Thus, underthe hypothesis that 401(k)sincrease
saving, Engen, Gale, and Scholz arguethat one would expect to see an
upwardmigrationof the asset profile-relative to some appropriatecontrol group-between 1987and 1991.
Table 3 of the paper demonstratesthat various measures of median
wealth (financialassets, net financialassets, and net worth)declinedfor
401(k)participantsand that this decline exceeded the reductionin medianwealthfor nonparticipants.Superficially,this would appearto contradict the hypothesis that 401(k)s stimulatedsaving. Yet the authors
have alreadyadmonishedus aboutthe differencesbetween participants
andnonparticipants,andthey are thereforejustifiablyreluctantto make
too much of this result. It is, for example, difficultto imaginea significant decline in the mediannet financialassets of nonparticipants,given
that they startout (in 1987)with nothing.Clearly, participantsand nonparticipantshave differentunderlyingattitudestowardsaving.
Engen, Gale, and Scholz note, however, that there may be identifiable subgroupsof nonparticipantswhose attitudes toward saving are
similarto those of participants.In particular,they point out that IRA
participantsalso tend to be high savers. Moreover, eligibilityfor IRAs
was significantlycurtailedin the Tax ReformAct of 1986.Consequently,
they arguethatit is appropriateto use IRAparticipantswho are not eligible for 401(k)s as a control group when evaluatingthe shift in the estimatedasset profilebetween 1987and 1991.
A direct comparison of the subsample medians in tables 3 and 4
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(whichcontains summarystatistics for the control group)would not, of
course, control for differences in age, income, education, and other
characteristics.Consequently, the authors estimate a median regression, which describes net financial assets as a function of household
characteristics(table5). They also allow participationin a 401(k)planto
affect both the level of the age-wealthprofile(the coefficient on PART)
andthe shift in the age-wealthprofilebetween 1987and 1991(the coefficient on (IN91)(PART)). Theircentralfindingis that the shift in the agewealth profile for 401(k) participantsis not larger, and indeed may be
smaller,thanthe shift in the age-wealthprofilefor the controlgroup.
The centralproblemwith this approachis that,just as thereis heterogeneity across various identifiablesubgroups(such as participantsand
nonparticipants),there is also heterogeneity within these subgroups,
and, moreover,the compositionof these subgroupsmay changethrough
time. For this reason, the authors'methodologycontinues to be flawed
by the same sample selection issues that have plaguedthis entire literature.
In principle,there are excellent reasons to believe that the composition of 401(k) participantschanged significantlyover the relevant period. It standsto reasonthat the most motivated"serious"savers would
start participatingas soon as these accounts became available at their
firms.Less motivated,"occasional"savers are muchmorelikely to pass
on their first opportunitiesto open tax-favoredsaving accounts. However, it also seems likely that, with the passage of time, moreoccasional
savers would sign up. 401(k)smay have become especially commonfor
less serious savers after 1986, because of the more demandingnondiscrimination requirements that were established for private pension
plans. Consequently,between 1987and 1991,serious savers may represent a decliningfractionof 401(k)participants.In that case, the authors'
result would simply reflect dilutionof the 401(k)participantgroupwith
less serious savers.
Likewise, it is also possible that the compositionof the Engen, Gale,
and Scholz control group changed through time. The curtailmentof
IRAs significantlyreduced new account formation and may have increased account termination.If terminationis particularlylikely among
occasionalsavers, then serious savers may representan increasingfraction of IRA participantsbetween 1987and 1991("reversedilution").
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In the finalrevisionof theirpaper, Engen, Gale, and Scholz acknowledge these criticisms and attemptto deflect them. Their analysis of the
issue is unconvincing,however. In part, their response is based on the
suggestion that, in theory, there may be considerations that work
againstdilution. Despite these theoreticalconsiderations,it strikes me
as unlikely that serious savers representa constant or increasingfraction of 401(k)participantsthroughtime.2In any case, I do not believe
that this issue can or shouldbe resolved on purelytheoreticalgrounds.
Engen, Gale, and Scholz present evidence that, they claim, fails to
supportthe hypothesisthateitherthe compositionof 401(k) participants
or the compositionof theircontrolgroupchangedsignificantlybetween
1987and 1991.In effect, they estimatewealth profilesseparatelyfor the
two subsamples,allowingin each case for the possibilitythatthe profiles
may have shifted between 1987and 1991.Withrespect to 401(k)s, they
find that the financial asset profile shifted upward between 1987 and
1991, while the net financialasset profile changed little, if at all. They
assert that these findingsdo not supportthe view that the 401(k)participant group became diluted with more occasional savers between 1987
and 1991. With respect to the control group, they find that neither the
financialasset profile nor the net financialasset profile shifted significantly between 1987 and 1991. They argue that these patterns do not
supportthe hypothesis that the controlgroupexperiencedreverse dilution over the relevanttime period.
I am puzzled by this analysis. The authors' methodology is predicated on the assumptionthat the preferencesof 401(k)participants,and
the preferencesof the control group, did not change between 1987and
1991. This is an identifyingrestriction. It appears to me that Engen,
Gale, and Scholz are, in effect, attemptingto test their identifyingrestrictionwithout the additionof new information.If they have in mind
some formalmodel that allows for group-specificeffects and time-specific effects, as well as for the possibilitythat the compositionof various
populationsubgroupschanges throughtime, and that neverthelessper2. For example, they argue that while some occasional savers were opening 40 l(k) accounts, others were cashing out their accounts. But unless initiation and termination probabilities changed through time in some particularly serendipitous fashion, one would expect to observe monotone convergence of participation rates from an initial value of zero
to some positive steady-state value.
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mits one to inferthe effects of 401(k) plans on savingusing only the data
discussedin this section, then they shouldwritethis model down explicitly so that the skeptics amongus can verify its validity.
For myself, I very much doubt that such a model exists. Indeed, the
patternsnotedby Engen, Gale, andScholz areeasily reconciledwith the
existence of the sampledilutioneffects describedabove. Considertheir
evidence on shiftingpreferences(dilution)for 401(k) participants.Their
analysis is explicitly based on the premise that the wealth profile for
401(k) participantsshould have shifted upward (relative to an appropriatecontrol group)throughtime. The dilutioneffect works in the opposite direction.Hence, if the net effect is positive, this does not imply
that dilutionis absent. Rather, it only proves that the behavioraleffect
is largerthan the dilutioneffect. If the net effect is zero, one can only
conclude that the two effects are offsetting;both may be very large, or
both may be very small. One would expect to observe a downwardshift
in the wealth profileonly if the dilutioneffect is largerthan the behavioraleffect.
Next considerthe authors'evidence on shiftingpreferences(reverse
dilution)for the control group. It is easily conceivable that, absent reverse dilution,the wealthprofilefor this groupmighthave shifteddownward between 1987and 1991,possibly in response to changingmacroeconomic conditions or because of differences in the accuracy of the
surveys. (Indeed, Engen, Gale, and Scholz find that, overall, wealth is
lower in 1991thanin 1987.)But in thatcase, the absence of a downward
shift in the wealth profileis entirelyconsistent with reverse dilution.
Althoughthe authors'evidence sheds little lighton the importanceof
dilution,other evidence is suggestive. Accordingto table 2 of the paper,
401(k)participationnearlydoubled,from 13.7percentof familiesin 1987
to 25.4 percentof familiesin 1991.The spreadof 401(k)swas attributable
to two factors. First, participationrates withinplans rose from62.7 percent to 69.8 percent. This is consistent with the notion that, through
time, 401(k)sachievedgreaterpenetrationto less dedicatedsavers. Second, the fractionof familieseligiblefor 401(k)s rose from21.9 percentto
36.4 percent. Engen, Gale, and Scholz themselves make the case that
eligibilityis endogenousand stronglyrelatedto preferencesfor saving.
This argumentnaturallyimpliesthat401(k)s were firstofferedat companies where they were in the greatestdemand.
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Additionalevidence on the importanceof compositionaleffects can
be gleaned from a more detailed analysis of 401(k) contributors.Suppose for the momentthatit is possible to observe some variablethat Engen, Gale, and Scholz did not controlfor in theirempiricalspecification
(table5) and that is positively correlatedwith residualunobservedpreferences towardsaving.Then, underthe dilutionhypothesis, the average
value of this variable among 401(k) contributorsshould have declined
between 1987and 1991.
It is possible to implementthe test described in the precedingparagraphusing data on IRA participation.IRA participationamong401(k)
contributorsis certainlyobservable;Engen, Gale, and Scholz explicitly
arguethat it is correlatedwith underlyingpreferences;3 and the authors
did not controlfor IRA participationamong401(k) contributorsin table
5. Accordingto their paper, 46 percent of 401(k)participantsalso held
IRA accounts in 1987.By 1991,this fractionhad declinedto 35 percent.
This observationis consistent with the view that the compositionof the
401(k) participantsample shifted toward less serious savers between
1987and 1991andthatthis mechanicallyreducedthe upwardmovement
in the estimatedasset profilefor this group.It does not, however, constitute clearproof, since the decline in IRA participationamong401(k)participantscould, in principle,be explainableby changesin characteristics
thatthe authorsdid controlfor. At my suggestion,Gale has investigated
this issue. His preliminaryresults show thatchangesin observablecharacteristicsexplainroughly70 percentof the decline in IRA participation
among401(k)participants,relativeto a control group. The existence of
a nontrivialunexplainedresidualis consistent with the dilutionhypothesis. However, the results of this preliminaryanalysis are open to mixed
interpretations,owing to the imprecisionof the estimates.
In their work, Poterba, Venti, and Wise noted this shift away from
IRAs among401(k) participants.Their solutionwas to drophouseholds
with both IRAs and 401(k)s, comparing 401(k) participantswithout
IRAs to nonparticipants.I do not endorsethis procedure.The decline in
IRA participationamong 401(k)participantsbetween 1987and 1991is
merely a symptom of dilution. IRA participationis a highly imperfect
3. This appears to be true even among 401(k) participants, since those who participate
in both 401(k)s and IRAs have significantly more wealth than those who participate in
401(k)s alone.
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proxy for unobservablepropensities to save. Removing IRA participantsfromthe analysisdoes not homogenizeeitherthe 401(k) sampleor
the control group and therefore cannot preclude either dilution or reverse dilution.4
After presentingtheir preferredestimates, Engen, Gale, and Scholz
also explorethe Poterba,Venti, andWise approachdescribedin the previous paragraph.Surprisingly,theirresults differfrom those of the previous authors.The source of the discrepancyis difficultto discern. On
the one hand, Engen, Gale, and Scholz controlfor a largerset of household characteristicsthan do Poterba, Venti, and Wise. On the other
hand, the latter authorsallow the coefficients of the independentvariables to differfor 401(k)participantsand nonparticipants,whereas Engen, Gale, and Scholz do not. Regardlessof the true explanationfor the
discrepancy,I would reiteratemy conclusion that the exclusion of IRA
participantstreats a symptom of the dilutionproblem, without solving
the problem itself. With respect to the Engen, Gale, and Scholz estimates, I would also add two observations. First, when the authorsuse
this approach,theirpoint estimates are generallymore favorableto the
hypothesis that 401(k)s stimulatesaving than the point estimates based
on theiroriginalapproach.The sensitivity of theirresults is at least suggestive of an underlyingsampleselection problem.Second, the imprecision of the authors' estimates renders this portion of their analysis inconclusive. Oddly, Engen, Gale, and Scholz note that the estimates do
not differsignificantlyfrom zero, but they fail to add that one is also unable to reject the hypothesis that all 401(k)contributionsrepresentnew
saving.

Finally, Engen, Gale, and Scholz themselves present evidence suggesting that the dilutionproblemcontaminatesestimates based on their
preferredapproach.As can be seen in tables 3 and 4 in the paper, net
worth includes both financialand nonfinancialassets. As long as both
kindsof assets are relatedto some of the same unobservablecharacteristics that create preferences for saving, the dilution effect should be
4. The direction of the bias resulting from this procedure is not obvious. On the one
hand, it may be the case that, among 401(k) participants without IRAs, unobserved preferences for saving are correlated with earlier participation. On the other hand, in light of the
statutory limitations imposed on IRAs in 1986, the failure to have an IRA may be more
indicative of a low propensity to save in 1987 than in 1991.
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largerfor net worth thanfor financialwealth. If dilutionroughlyoffsets
the behavioraleffect of 401(k)s when attentionis confined to financial
wealth (as the authors'results suggest), then dilutionshould more than
offset the behavioraleffect of 401(k)s when both financialand nonfinancial assets are considered. This is precisely what one observes. Note
thatthe net worthof 401(k) participants(includingthose who held IRAs)
fell by $22,111-more than27 percent-between 1987and 1991.In comparison, the net worth of IRA participantsremainedroughlyconstant.5
It seems to me that the relativedecline in the net worthof 401(k) participants is difficultto explain in the absence of relative dilution. After all,
it is very unlikelythat the availabilityof 401(k)sdepresses total saving.
In summary,I am not convinced that Engen, Gale, and Scholz have
dealt effectively with the sample selection problemsthat have plagued
previous attempts to measure the behavioral effects of 401(k)s and
IRAs. Indeed, there is some evidence that the dilution effect is importantand that it biases the approachpreferredby the authorsagainst
the findingthat401(k)sstimulatesaving. Certainly,otherconsiderations
may bias their results in the opposite direction. But I see no reason to
believe that the aggregateeffect of multiplebiases would be offsetting.
Engen, Gale, and Scholz also use the SIPP data to explore the exogeneity of 401(k)eligibility.They conclude that eligibilityis stronglyrelatedto underlyingpreferencesfor saving. This issue is important,since
Poterba, Venti, and Wise have attempted to identify the effects of
401(k)sby using eligibilityas an instrument.On this point, I see eye-toeye with Engen, Gale, and Scholz. In fact, I have, in the past, criticized
Poterba, Venti, and Wise's analysis on precisely these grounds.6This
does not, however, supportthe inference that 401(k)s are ineffective.
Rather,I am simplyleft feelingvery pessimisticaboutourabilityto draw
reliable inferences concerning the effects of 401(k)s from currently
availabledata.

5. These comparisons do not control for changes in household characteristics between
1987 and 1991. Preliminary analysis by Gale suggests that roughly 60 percent of the difference-in-differences noted in my comparison is attributable to changes in household characteristics. The residual, which amounts to more than $8,500, is unexplained and consistent with significant dilution.
6. Bernheim (1994a).
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Evidence on IRAs and Household Saving
Using data from the IRS-Michigan Tax Panel, Engen, Gale, and
Scholz attempt to determine whether IRA eligibility affects total saving.
The availability of a true panel permits the authors to reduce the potentially adverse effect of sample selection problems by allowing for fixed
effects. Even so, a number of serious problems remain.
First, the data contain no direct measure of asset balances. The authors infer wealth by capitalizing reported taxable interest and dividend
receipts. As they acknowledge, this measure of wealth is somewhat suspect and certainly very noisy. Engen, Gale, and Scholz difference
wealth to obtain a measure of saving. They then difference saving to
eliminate fixed effects. Thus, the key dependent variable in their analysis is the second difference of a noisy construct. One must seriously
question how much "news" is left over after these operations. Since the
dependent variable is significantly related to certain independent variables, it presumably contains either some news or systematic noise. Although I am unable to identify an obvious source of systematic noise, I
remain skeptical about the hypothesis that the second difference of capitalized interest and dividend income could contain much news. I am
therefore not surprised that results on the effects of changes in IRA contribution limits are imprecise and, on the whole, inconclusive.
Second, the empirical specification is problematic. Although the authors include a variety of explanatory variables, they omit wealth, despite the fact that wealth varies with time. Both theory and existing evidence suggest that wealth is an important determinant of consumption,
and therefore of saving. The inclusion of wealth as an independent variable would, however, raise more complicated econometric issues, since
wealth is also used to construct the dependent variable. The authors also
omit age (because of data limitations). One can think of the constant in
the differenced specification as the coefficient of age (since the time difference of age is a constant). However, the existing evidence on agewealth profiles suggests that rates of saving accelerate as households
age. To capture this pattern, one would have to allow age to affect the
first difference of saving. When age is omitted (as it is, of necessity, in
the authors' specifications), spurious relationships may appear between
the second difference of wealth and any variable that is correlated with
age.
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The omission of variables like wealth and age is important because
the authors' measure of the change in the IRA contribution limit is correlated with household characteristics. Prior to 1982, eligibility depended
on private pension coverage, which is certainly related to wealth and
age. After 1986, eligibility depended on adjusted gross income (AGI).
Although the authors control for AGI, it is not clear that this control is
adequate. Since they take differences, the independent variables include the differenced IRA limit, differenced AGI, and differenced AGIsquared. But the differenced IRA limit is related to the level of AGI in
1987, which does not appear as an explanatory variable in the differenced equation. It is easily conceivable that the level of AGI affects the
acceleration of saving (for example, AGI is related to age). Consequently, the IRA limit variable may measure spurious effects.
None of the issues raised above suggests that the results should be
biased systematically in any particular direction. I can think of stories
that go both ways. Nevertheless, I am left with little confidence that the
coefficient on the IRA contribution limit measures what it is intended to
measure.
Engen, Gale, and Scholz also challenge the view that standard economic theory cannot explain the effects of IRAs on household saving. I
regard this as a central issue and also discuss it below. If IRAs affected
saving through nontraditional mechanisms, then the authors' analysis of
the IRS-Michigan Tax Panel data would not necessarily pick this up.
Suppose, for example, that the expansion of the IRA program in 1982
encouraged financial institutions to promote retirement saving and that
this served an important educational function. Then all households may
have increased their saving in response to the expansion of eligibility,
regardless of whether they were previously eligible. This would invalidate inferences based on the comparisons in table 11 or the estimates in
tables 12 and 13.
Engen, Gale, and Scholz discuss three different types of evidence
that have been offered as support for the view that the response to IRAs
was not grounded in intertemporal rationality. The first concerns the
"false contribution limit." I myself have cited Feenberg and Skinner on
this point many times, and I was disturbed to hear that their result is in
error.7 Nevertheless, it seems to me that some intriguing patterns re7. Feenberg and Skinner (1989).
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main. I am struck, for example, by the fact that, among those who could
have contributed more than $2,000 but who contributed less than the
limit, 47 percent (875 out of 1,851) contributed exactly $2,000. Even
among those with a $4,000 limit, 38 percent (401 out of 1,048) of those
contributing less than the limit contributed exactly $2,000.8 I think that
Engen, Gale, and Scholz have correctly inferred from the data that few
individuals were falsely constrained by misinformation. Yet the data do
invite an interpretation that I have always favored: that the well-publicized, "officially endorsed" $2,000 figure created a focal target for saving, and that the very existence of this target may have influenced the
behavior of many less serious savers (such as those contributing less
than the limit).
The second type of evidence concerns the bunching of IRA contributions at the end of the tax year. The authors suggest that households may
delay contributions as long as possible to preserve liquidity. I am skeptical. As noted in table 4, in 1984, the typical IRA contributor had roughly
$13,000 in financial assets other than IRAs, and nearly $93,000 of net
wealth other than IRAs. It is hard to imagine that such individuals would
benefit significantly from the additional liquidity associated with a oneyear delay in an IRA contribution. Even if households are concerned
about liquidity, it is hard to rationalize the fact that more of them do not
make a series of smaller contributions to their IRAs as the year progresses. This would be particularly natural for individuals who pay estimated taxes on a quarterly basis.
The third type of evidence concerns the "overreaction" of IRA contributions to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. According to other analysts,
8. Incidentally, I do not agree that "(T)ransactions costs presumably play a large role
in explaining why couples do not open a spousal IRA of less than $2,000." The costs of
opening and maintaining an IRA are fairly trivial. Moreover, these one-time costs must be
weighed not against the benefits of a $250 contribution but against the benefits of a $250
contribution that recurs for 10, 20, or 30 years. I am also very skeptical about the proposition that one could rationalize the $2,000 contribution phenomenon by arguing that
spouses have conflicting objectives. It is hard to imagine how this would emerge in a formal
model of household bargaining, without the introduction of significant transaction costs.
Moreover, it should be noted that, if saving results from interspousal bargaining, then behavioral theories of saving (such as the notion that decisions reflect the resolution of conflict between a "planner" and a "doer," as in Shefrin and Thaler, 1988) may be more descriptive of actual choices, and of the effects of tax incentives, than the standard life-cycle
theory.
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the sharp decline in contributionswas attributableto misinformation.
Engen, Gale, and Scholz arguethat, underthe misinformationhypothesis, IRAs shouldhave rebounded.Engen, Gale, and Scholz also suggest
fouralternativeexplanationsfor the sharpdecline. The firsttwo concern
otherfeatures of the 1986tax reformthat reducedthe tax incentives for
savingthroughIRAs. I agreewith Engen, Gale, andScholz that, in principle, IRAs may have declined sharplybecause of these other changes
and that this issue is not yet settled. However, theirthirdandfourthexplanations(the growthof 401(k)s and the depletionof non-IRAfinancial
assets) concern gradualphenomenaand cannot explainthe suddenness
of the decline in contributions.These phenomena can, however, account for the absence of a reboundunderthe hypothesis that misinformationwas graduallycorrected.
Life-Cycle Simulations

Withrespect to the finalsection of the paper, the basic question that
I wouldlike to raiseis whetherone shouldhave muchfaithin policy simulationsgeneratedfrom highly sophisticatedlife-cycle models. I do not
believe that these types of models are descriptive of either decision
processes or behavior, and I am particularlysuspicious of relying on
these models to predictbehavioralresponses to changesin environmental parameters.Many of my views on this issue are laid out in a recent
paper, but it is worth summarizingthe centralpoints here.9
Given the state of economic and financialliteracy amongthe general
population,one ought to be skeptical of the view that personal saving
behavior is the consequence of highly sophisticated deliberation. Indeed, the evidence suggests that much of the populationis ill-equipped
to make even the most basic economic calculations. For example, only
20 percent of adults can determinecorrect change using prices from a
menu,10and many have troubledeterminingwhether a mortgageat 8.6
percentis better than a mortgageat 8 3/4 percent."l My own analysis of
9. Bernheim (1994b).
10. Mary Jordan, "Literacy of 90 Million is Deficient: U.S. Survey Sounds Alarm over
Reading, Arithmetic," The Washington Post, September 9, 1993, p. Al.
11. Albert B. Crenshaw, "For Too Many, Managing Money Isn't Child's Play," Washington Post, October 3, 1993, p. HI.
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a recent survey sponsored by Merrill Lynch reveals that two-thirds of
adults will not even hazard a guess as to the level of the Dow Jones average, despite the fact that this number is widely, prominently, and frequently reported by newspapers, television, and radio. Financial concepts, such as compound interest, are widely misunderstood,12 despite
the fact that they are at the very heart of the intertemporal maximization
problem. According to the Merrill Lynch survey, roughly one-third of
adults believe that $1,000, left in the bank for 30 years at 8 percent, will
accumulate to less than $5,000 (whereas the correct answer is well over
$10,000). The number one source of information and advice on financial
matters among baby boomers is parents. Advice from employers and the
government, collectively, ranks behind prayer. Clearly, households are
not solving the problem described by Engen, Gale, and Scholz's simulation model.
Of course, the authors' analysis only requires households to act "as
if' they are solving the problem described by the simulation model. In
general, I am sympathetic to "as if' arguments. However, these arguments are not universally applicable. They tend to be plausible in the
context of frequently repeated decisions, where individuals can learn
from trial and error. But most important activities related to saving are
either not repeated or repeated very few times. Consider, in particular,
the problem of saving for retirement. Virtually all individuals expect to
retire only once. They do not have the opportunity to practice the lifecycle process. They do not have the luxury of learning appropriate rates
of saving through trial and error. Rather, if they have overprovided or
underprovided for retirement, they must live with their mistakes. There
are no second chances.
In principle, individuals might also learn through vicarious experience, from observing others. But there are several problems with this.
First, the experiences of others are difficult to observe. Financial information is generally regarded as private; a person's income and wealth
are usually not thought of as appropriate subjects for general discussion.
Second, vicarious information is necessarily either inconclusive or
stale. On the one hand, if one learns about the decisions of those who
have not yet retired, or who are not far enough along into the retirement
period, one cannot observe the ultimate outcome of their financial
12. Ng (1992).
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choices. On the other hand, if one acquiresinformationabout the very
old, then one mightbe able to observe bothdecisions andconsequences.
However, in that case, the observations would be of little relevance
since the economic environmentchanges dramaticallyover the span of
decades.
It is perhapsconceivable that, despite the obstacles listed above, individualsdo learnbasic rulesof thumbthatproduceapproximatelyoptimal decisions underappropriateeconomic conditions. For that reason,
it is not too surprisingthat one can fit the data reasonablywell by simulatinga life-cycle model, as long as the model allows for sufficientparametric flexibility. However, there is an enormous difference between
fitting observed behavior and fitting behavior out-of-sampleafter significantenvironmentalchanges. Even if individualsuse an optimalrule
of thumbin one economic environment,this does not meanthatthey will
modify their rule of thumb optimally if the environmentchanges. Indeed, unless they understandthe implications of the environmental
change, neitherpersonalexperience nor vicarious experience will lead
them to altertheirretirementsavings behavior.
One possible defense of the authors' simulationsis that 401(k) and
IRA participantstend to be more financiallysophisticatedthan the rest
of the population;consequently, the model may describetheirbehavior
betterthanthe behaviorof a typical household. My preliminaryinvestigations of this issue do reveal that levels of financialliteracy are higher
amongthose who save more. However, prevailinglevels of financialliteracy are quitelow even amonghighsavers. I encouragedevotees of the
life-cycle hypothesis to examine carefullythe methodsand practicesof
expert financialplanners, who are almost certainlymore sophisticated
than the average 401(k) or IRA participant.The dominantmethods of
financialplanningare astonishinglysimplisticand certainlybear no resemblancewhatsoeverto the simulationmodel in this paper. It is easily
demonstratedthat these methods yield behavioralpatterns that differ
both qualitativelyand quantitativelyfrom the predictionsof life-cycle
models.
I emphasizethatthis is not a blanketcriticismof all modelsthatdepict
householdsas sophisticateddecisionmakers.On the contrary,I heartily
endorsethe use of these modelswhen decisions arefrequentlyrepeated,
when the experiences of others are easily observed, or when there is a
well-functioningmarketfor "expert"guidance.However, none of these
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conditions are satisfied in the context of retirement planning. Different
analytical tools are useful in different situations. It is important for us to
recognize when particular tools are applicable and when they are not.

Joel Slemrod: The low and declining U.S. national saving rate has been
blamed by many economists for nearly all the ills that have befallen the
U.S. in the past decade or two. The low saving rate has been blamed by
many on a tax system that drives a large wedge between the pretax and
after-tax rate of return. Partly in response to this argument, over the past
15 years a series of plans have been proposed to give tax-related incentives to saving.
In this paper Engen, Gale, and Scholz do not evaluate whether these
programs are appropriate or misguided. Nor do they discuss whether it
makes sense to use any kind of fiscal instrument to increase saving. Instead, in this paper they investigate a necessary, though not sufficient,
condition for rendering a favorable judgment on such programs-that
they increase national saving. (Note that even if they do increase saving,
there may be better ways to do so.) The authors conclude that saving
incentives have not appreciably increased, and may have reduced, national saving.
I tend to agree with this conclusion. I agreed with it before I read this
paper. Reading this paper has succeeded in making me more suspicious
of the arguments against this view. I am, however, less persuaded that
the authors have sealed the case that existing saving incentive plans are
ineffective in raising saving.
The tactics used in this paper for approaching this problem are somewhat unusual. The authors first perform some analysis of microeconomic data to address the relationship between participation in saving
incentive plans and changes in wealth, concluding that no evidence links
the two. They then present a stochastic life-cycle simulation model that
not only reproduces many of the stylized facts about saving and participation in saving incentive plans, but is also consistent with their principal empirical finding. Interestingly, the simulation model predicts significant saving effects in the long run, although these effects do not
appear for two generations. I will follow the plan of the paper by first
discussing the empirical work and then the simulation model.
The aim of this work is to establish the effect on saving of the availability of a saving plan. To do this, one must first estimate the effect on
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private saving and then adjust for the effect on national saving of a decrease in tax receipts.
The first problem one encounters is measuring saving. No data set
provides a very accurate measure of it. The data sets used here provide
poor measures. The method employed is to compute a measure of
wealth at the beginning of a period and at the end of a period and call the
difference saving. With the SIPP data for 401(k) plans one compares
self-reported measures of wealth at the beginning and end of the period.
Ignoring the problems of accuracy of self-reported wealth, this measure
of saving will pick up not only planned net additions to wealth but also
capital gains. Capital gains arguably belong in a measure of saving for
some purposes, but not, I think, for the purpose of measuring whether
participation in a 401(k) increased saving. This is especially true for the
period January 1987-May 1991, a period of large movements in stock
and housing prices. Could this volatility explain their finding that the real
wealth of 401(k) plan participants actually fell over this period, while
that of nonparticipants rose? This conclusion may not be valid holding
constant the portfolios of wealthholders, which I expect differ substantially between participants and nonparticipants.
When tax data are used to study IRAs, a different problem arises. The
measure of saving is again the change in measured wealth, but this time
wealth is imputed by capitalizing reported interest and dividend receipts. This will to some extent avoid the capital gains problem I just
mentioned but surely introduces a large amount of error in the measure
of saving, since, for one thing, it excludes a large part of wealth. Differences in portfolios within asset categories (such as bank accounts versus
long-term bonds) can be important and may be systematically related to
saving plan participation. I do not have solutions for these problems. At
a minimum, I urge the authors to openly address the issue of errors in the
measurement of saving and discuss what biases might arise from their
procedures.
I have a more fundamental concern about the data analysis. The authors make much of the notion that household heterogeneity is important to account for, because it implies that families with high propensities to save will make up a disproportionate share of those who
participate in voluntary plans like IRAs and 401(k)s. They argue that the
presence of heterogeneity invalidates the making of inferences about the
effects of saving incentives from the observation that, in a cross-section,
participants have higher wealth than nonparticipants.
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They then go on to compare changes in wealth between participants
and nonparticipants. I simply do not see how, if heterogeneity of saving
propensities invalidates inferences about wealth differences between
participants and nonparticipants, it does not invalidate similar inferences about changes in wealth or saving.
The authors try to avoid this problem in their 401(k) analysis by not
comparing savers to nonsavers but by comparing one group of savers
(401(k) participants) to another group of savers (IRA participants who
are not eligible for 401(k) plans). But, as the authors admit, 401(k) eligibility is not randomly assigned, so it remains an open question whether
401(k) participants are bigger savers than non-401(k) eligible households. If so, one cannot sort out differences in the propensity to save
from the effects of plan availability. This is a difficult endeavor, requiring the investigator to observe variables that influence the probability of
being eligible for a plan but are not correlated with saving propensity,
and vice versa. The authors pursue a few analyses that suggest that their
results are not biased by self-selection, but I do not find these analyses
completely convincing.
This problem aside, they find that 401(k) participants' net financial
assets did not rise relative to the wealth of IRA holders not eligible for
401(k). Given what I think is the direction of heterogeneity bias (that
401(k) participants have a higher unobserved propensity to save than
others), this is a striking finding, suggesting that these plans do not raise
private saving.
I find more convincing their test of the substitutability of 401(k)s and
IRAs, because it relies on an exogenous event-the fact that the 1986
tax reform restricted the attractiveness of IRAs for some households but
not others. The authors find that those households that had their IRA
deductibility removed increased their 401(k) balances, other things
equal, implying that they are substitutes.
This is more convincing, but there is still a problem, albeit a different
one. The criteria for removal of eligibility were based on two factorsincome and the presence of another pension plan. Thus, relying on this
estimate means relying on how precisely the effects of income and the
presence of other pension plans is estimated.
The same set of issues applies to the IRA analysis. The 1981 tax act
made many households newly eligible for IRAs. The authors compare
the subsequent saving of this newly eligible group to the group whose
eligibility was unchanged. This is an exogenous change, except that the
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criterion for prior eligibility was coverage by a pension plan, which, as
the authors note, is arguably correlated with (unobservable) saving propensities. So heterogeneity rears its ugly head again and must temper
the interpretation of the results.
Dealing with heterogeneity is tricky. The authors discuss the possibility of dealing with it in a formal econometric model but reject this approach. In the absence of a formal model, the potential biases introduced by heterogeneity blur the interpretations of the estimated
coefficients, and suggestive tests of the biases remain inconclusive.
I will not discuss, but find very convincing, their debunking of some
earlier studies that purport to find large positive saving effects of savings
incentives. Thus, the paper makes the "little or no increase" case at least
as plausible as the "large saving increase" case but does not decisively
establish the former.
Having offered some evidence that saving incentive plans do not increase saving, the authors never say exactly why this is so. There are a
couple of possibilities. One is that the intertemporal elasticity of substitution is close to zero, so that a compensated increase in the after-tax
return to saving, whether achieved via saving incentives, a reduction in
the tax wedge on saving, or an increase in pretax real interest rates, will
fail to increase saving.
A second possibility is that the saving plans studied here and used in
the United States have fatal design flaws. One flaw is that they all have
caps on the amount of saving that qualifies for the tax break, both to limit
the revenue loss and to prevent too much of the tax break from going to
wealthy high savers. But this means that much of the tax break is inframarginal and will fail to budge saving. Perhaps the most crippling design
flaw is that the tax break is not tied to saving but rather to contributions
to an account. Such contributions can be made, in the absence of saving,
either by transferring assets into the account or by borrowing.
Which of these two, or which combination of the two, causes the ineffectiveness of savings plans matters for judging whether there exists
some fiscal scheme that will increase saving. If the intertemporal elasticity of substitution is near zero, even dumping the income tax for a consumption tax will not work; transferring resources from the poor to the
rich might still work, although this strategy did not seem to help much in
the 1980s.
If design flaws are the problem, they will be difficult to overcome.
Measuring saving right is difficult for investigators; it would be just as
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difficultfor the IRS. A personal expendituretax would be extremely
complicated.The feasible saving incentive plan is to replacethe income
tax with a value-addedtax. This is feasible operationallybut is probably
not politically feasible, for it would be a wrenching and regressive
change in the tax system and would eliminateall the personalizationof
the tax burden.For all this cost, it would increase savingonly to the extent that the intertemporalelasticity of saving is above zero.
The authorsdo not resolve the importantissue of why saving plans
have been ineffective. Insteadthey presenta stochastic, life-cycle simulation model that generates the short-runineffectiveness of saving incentive plans and also replicatesfairly closely the basic featuresof saving, savingsplan participation,and so on.
This modelis impressive,yields manyinsights,andis a greatadvance
over the theoretical models underlyingprevious empirical studies of
saving incentive plans. It generates the importantresult that the introductionof an IRA plan will depress, not increase, nationalsavingfor at
least two generationsbut afterthat, and forever, nationalsavingwill be
increased;the firstresultis consistentwiththe empiricalresultsfromthe
first part of the paper. The second result implies that, if the country
could only stick with the plans until asset shifting is exhausted, they
would work.
Before this conclusion is accepted, a few cautions are in order. First
of all, this is presumablynot the only parameterizationof a stochastic
life-cycle model that can generateshort-runsaving plan ineffectiveness
and also be consistent with other stylized facts. In particular,this one
featureswhat, to my mind, is a highintertemporalelasticity of substitution of 0.33. The authorsshould reportwhethera similarmodel with an
elasticity of, say, 0.10 could also be consistent with short-termsavings
planineffectivenessandother stylized facts; my guess is thatthe answer
is yes. On this line I would like to see the authorsuse the paper'smodel
andparameterizationto simulatethe effect of a tax cut like that of 1981,
in orderto see whether the predictedsaving response in the model is a
plausibleone.
This same point can be madeon a largenumberof dimensions.Many
models can generateineffectiveness of saving incentive plans. This is a
very impressiveone that representsa lot of hardwork and carefulthinking. But one shouldguardagainstthe fallacy thatbecause the modelfollows the empiricalsections it mustbe the appropriateone.
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One finalpoint. I believe an exclusive focus on the averageor median
saving rate is incomplete and may be misleading.For example, a large
fraction of private saving is done by the top 10 percent of savers, but
little is known about the saving behaviorof the rich-what is their true
marginalrate on the income from savings, and what kindof portfolioresponses can they make in response to changes in the taxationof capital
income?
A related point is that, for a policy evaluation of saving incentive
plans, it is importantto referback to the reason for wantingto increase
saving. Is it that some particularpeople do not save enough?If so, who?
Do saving incentive plans influencethese people? If the real problemis
the inadequatesavingof low-incomepeople, tax-basedmeasuresareunlikely to be very effective. This issue is especially troublesomebecause
the model developed here does not capturewell the empiricalfact that
manypeople do not save at all.
The key policy question raised by this paper is, given the apparent
ineffectiveness of these plans, (i) shouldthey be droppedwith the revenue thus gainedused to lower tax rates?or (ii) shouldthe countryinstitute new and improvedsaving plans, ones that addressthe design flaws
of the currentplans?One of the authorsof this paper, togetherwith one
of the discussants, has advocated such a plan. I am less sanguineabout
the workabilityof such plans and suggest that more radicaltax reform
would be requiredto raise saving, given that the intertemporalelasticity
of savingis high enoughto makethis effective. Thatleaves the question
of whetherthe changefroman income tax to a value-addedtax is worthwhile, the answer to which depends on many more considerationsthan
the expected changein nationalsaving.

General Discussion
Manymembersof the panel focused on how heterogeneityand sample selection bias might complicate the interpretationof the empirical
resultsfor 401(k)plansand IRAs. ChrisSims and GaryBurtlesspointed
out that-because table 3 is based on separatecross-sections ratherthan
on a panel-the change in assets between periods may not represent
saving. In particular,if the characteristicsof individualsin each crosssection differ significantly,then the change over time could represent
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differencesin the composition of the samples ratherthan actual saving
behavior. For example, Sims pointed out that the mediannet worth of
401(k) participantsin table 3 fell by about $22,000 between 1987 and
1991,suggestingthatthe 1991sampledifferedsignificantlyfromthe 1987
sample. Gale respondedthat all of the reducton in financialassets and
net financialassets for 401(k)participants,and most of the reductionin
net worth, could be explainedby changes in observablecharacteristics,
which were also controlledfor in the regression-basedtests.
BrigitteMadriancalled attentionto the largeincreasein the participation in 401(k)plans between 1987and 1991. Because these plans pulled
in a wider spectrumof individualsin 1991, she suggested that the 1991
sample of 401(k)participantslikely includes more "nonserious"savers
than the 1987sample. Further,because IRAs became less attractiveafter 1987,the 1991IRA samplelikely includesmore "serious"savers than
the 1987sample.Gale respondedthat tests revealedlittle evidence of an
increasedproportionof "nonserious"savers among401(k)participants
or an increasedproportionof "serious"savers amongIRA participants
not eligiblefor 401(k)plans, once controlsfor observablecharacteristics
were included. Moreover, the authors obtained similarresults for the
effects of 401(k)susing other comparisongroups. Barry Bosworth emphasized the importanceof heterogeneityin understandingsaving behavior. In particular,there are many zero savers in the United States
whose behavior may not be capturedwell by the medians used in the
paper. He reportedthat Japanhas a smallerfractionof zero savers and
that this difference is an importantfactor in explainingJapan's higher
savingrate.
RobertMoffittoffered a way to exploit possible heterogeneityin the
sample. He suggested that many segments of the populationwould not
be expected, a priori,to respondto IRAs. For example, low-incometaxpayers face low or zero marginaltax rates and so may not respond to
tax incentives; high-incometaxpayers are likely saving more than the
maximumIRA deduction so that the tax incentives in an IRA will nol
matterat the margin;and young people can be ruled out because they
will not want to lock up funds in an IRA. Given these likely differences
across segmentsof the population,Moffittsuggestedexaminingwhether
the effects of IRAs are differentamongthese groups.
Panelistsalso focused on the interpretationof the simulationmodel.
Burtlessagreedwith Douglas Bernheim'sformalcommentthat the simulationmodel should not be taken literally. Nonetheless, he found the
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model useful as partof the policy debatebecause it rests on assumptions
that are widely used by other economists: what would happen if every
agent correctly solved his or her dynamic optimization problem. By
showingthat, even underthis strainedassumption,tax preferenceswere
not effective in boosting saving, the simulationaddedforce to the other
empiricalresults in the paper. WilliamBrainardnoted that it would be
useful to know how sensitive the simulationresults are to the specification and parametervalues used in the model. He conjecturedthat, in reality, manyindividualsare not saving on a marginthat is affectedby the
IRAs. Some may be saving zero and others may be contributingup to
or beyond the allowableIRA limit. These individuals'marginalrates of
returnare unaffectedby tax deductibility.The more individualsthere
are in this position, the less sensitive aggregateshort-runsaving behavior will be to alternativeassumptionsaboutelasticities. Indeed, for individuals who save beyond the IRA limits, there is no substitutioneffect
to raise saving at the margin.Instead, the tax reductionboosts income,
leadingto higherconsumptionand lower saving.
George Perry warned that the wording of survey questions about
asset balances was criticallyimportant.He noted that the surveys used
in some earlierwork on IRAs were ambiguousabout whether respondents did or did not includeIRA assets in theirreportedholdingof assets
by type-such as stocks, certificatesof deposit, and mutualfunds. Estimates of the effect of IRAs on total savingwould be drasticallydifferent
if it were assumed that respondentsdid not include IRA assets in their
listing of assets by type (the usual assumption).For example, if, upon
the introductionof IRAs, reportedassets by type rose by $100, as they
had the year before, while reportedIRA assets rose by $100, the first
assumptionwould show that all IRA contributionswere a net increment
to saving; the second assumptionwould show IRAs added nothingto
saving.

BenjaminFriedmannoted that part of the increasedparticipationin
401(k)plans has occurred because companies have been droppingdefinedbenefitplans, thus riddingthemselves of certainfutureobligations.
He addedthatthere was some indicationthat definedcontributionplans
would be increasingfor state and local governmentemployees as well,
andfor the same reason. Friedmanalso suggestedthatmarginalanalysis
of 401(k)plansmay miss a key featureof how employees view them. Althougheconomiststypicallytreat401(k) plans as a greatopportunityfor
employees because of the tax breakthey provide, many employers be-
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lieve that employer-matching is necessary to induce employees to contribute to these plans. If so, something very different is going on than
marginal responses to marginal changes in the rate of return. Madrian
expanded on this, suggesting that many employers offer matching to get
enough low-wage employees involved to satisfy nondiscrimination
rules.
Some panelists discussed the reasons that policy is concerned about
private saving and whether current tax incentives address the concern.
Greg Mankiw noted that there are two reasons policymakers might care
about saving. First, the level of saving affects the capital available to future generations. Second, people may not save enough for retirement. If
policymakers are mostly concerned about future generations, then they
should care about bequest saving as well as retirement saving. But, he
noted, current saving incentives fail to encourage bequests because IRA
balances are taxed at death. Bosworth suggested that the main reason
for saving incentives is to ensure that individuals save enough for retirement. To this end, they are not successful because they leave dissavers
out. For example, defined benefit plans put retirement savings in place
for everyone, but as firms shift to 401(k) plans some individuals can opt
out. Further, many workers cash in their 401(k) holdings when they
changejobs. For these individuals, the plans simply provide tax benefits
for postponed consumption rather than preparation for retirement.
Bernheim proposed a novel saving incentive, motivated by the idea that
the short-run impact of IRAs was muted because they did not represent
net new saving for many older savers who just shifted assets around. He
suggested making IRAs available only to people born after 1970 because
IRA contributions are more likely to represent net new saving for these
younger individuals.
Dan Sichel reiterated that the key question is not whether saving incentives increase private saving, but whether they cause enough of an
increase to offset the revenue loss. Thus, even granting a wide band of
uncertainty around the results for private saving in the paper (reflecting
heterogeneity or sample selection problems), the evidence in the paper
strongly suggests that saving incentives decrease national saving, except perhaps in the very long run. Mankiw noted that saving incentives
could increase national saving if they were accompanied by other policies that ensured a balanced-budget rule. They effectively shift the tax
burden from savers to nonsavers.
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